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OE;,XHXON 

This decision resolves outstanding issues in our 
investigation into Pacific Gas and Electric Company's (PG&E) gas 
gathering operations. We initiated this investigation to determine 
how gas gathering costs should ~e assessed~ whether PG&E should. 
form a separate subsidiary t~ offer gas gathering services, and 
whether PG&E should continue to· install gas gathering facilities. 
:jmmpox:y 

Our o~jective in developing gas gathering costs is to 
permit PG&E to compare, on a more equivalent ~asis, the prices of 
California gas to prices of out-of-state gas supplies. We find 
that PG&E's definition of the gas gathering system is consistent 
with that o~jective. We adjust PG&E's gathering cost study ~y 
reducing its estimates of administrative and general expenses, and 
certain other expenses. Using 1987 california pr04uction volumes, 
we arrive at an average gas gathering cost of $.294 per decatherm • 

To permit accurate comparisons of the cost of california 
gas to the cost of out-of-state gas, the gas gathering charge 
should reflect the much shorter distances PG&E must transport 
California gas compared to out-of-state gas. Accordingly, we 
discount the gathering charge by $.072 per decatherm. We will 
therefore apply $.222 per decatherm as the cost of gas gathering in 
reviewing PG&E's sequencing decisions. 

This decision also states our intent to· phase out PG&E's 
gas gathering operations. To that end, we encourage PG&E to sell 
certain gathering facilities when it receives offers for those 
facilities which are at or ~ove the net book value of the plant. 
We will not include in future revenue requirement investments in 
gas gathering plant, except those facilities which are required t~ 
fulfill existing contract o~ligations. We also direct PG&E to 
accelerate depreciation of its existing gathering plant • 
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We believe PG&E's participation in gas gathering 
operations should' be phased out tor several reasons. Because 
investments are put into rate base, PG&E may have an incentive to 
OVerbuild gathering plant. PG&E ratepayers, under the existing 
arrangements, are at risk tor these investments. 

In addition, existing law ereates certain pricing 
distortions if PG&E is the primary provider of gathering services. 
Producers who sell California gas to PG&E are affeeted by the costs 
of gathering because PG&E uses those costs in making sequencing 
decisions and in determining the fair market value of California 
gas. Producers who sell to third parties, however, are not so 
affected by gas gathering costs because PG&E may not charge 
transportation customers for gathering services. 

In summary, our treatment of PG&E's gas gathering 
services is intended to promote more effieient investments in 
plant~ and improve pricing signals among gas supplies from various 
sources. 

x. Procedural Background 

§eneral. We initiated this investigation following 
issuance of a report written by CACD which provided an overview of 
gas gathering services ana. charges. I.88-1l-0l2 directed PG&E to 
(1) sUbmit a eost study of its gathering operations, (2) show cause 
why it should" not be 'required to· form a separate subsidiary-'for gas 
gathering services, and (3) address whether it should cease 
installing gas gathering and. processing facilities for new wells 
and. fields. It also directed PG&E to file comments explaining how 
it intended. to comply with and implement senate Bill (SB) 1937. 

SUbsequently, we issued Decision (D.) 89-02-030, which 
addressed petitions tor moditication ot I.88-11-012 tiled by PG&E, 
Gas Produeer Gathering Group (GPGG), and California Gas Producers' 
Association (CGPA). That decision modified the parameters, of the 
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cost study we required PG&E to submit. It also denied the requests 
of GPGG and CGPA to eliminate the $.34 gas gathering .charge which 
was part of PG&E's gas transportation tariffs. 

On April 26, 1989, we issued 0.89-04-089 which responded 
to applications for rehearing of 0.89-02-030. In that decision, we 
reversed our earlier decision in part and found that SB 1937 
requires PG&E to eliminate the gas gathering charge included in its 
transportation tariffs·. We also· directed PG&E to establish a 
memorandum account to track the gas gathering charge revenues 
collected from the effective date of 0.88-02-030 to the effective 
date of 0.89-04-89, pending a Commission order regarding the 
disposition of those revenues. 

issues 
0.89-04-089 also commented that a number of outstanding 

remained unresolved: 
Whether existing gas gathering operations 
should be divested or made part of a separate 
subsidiary: 

. 
Whether new gas gathering operations should be 
treated the same as existing operations, made 
part ot a separate subsidiary or not ottered at 
all by PG&E: 

The appropriate level and allocation of gas 
gathering costs, whether they remain within the 
utility's operation or are made part of a 
separate subsidiary; 

The treatment of HprocessingH costs for 
purposes of allocation and rate design: and 

The actual cost of PG&E's gas gathering 
operations for sequencing purposes. 

Eleven days of hearings were held in this proceeding. 
The matter was submitted October 10, 1989. Briefs were tiled by 
PG&E, Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA), GPGG, Ame:rada Hess 
Corporation (Amerada Hess), california Independent Petroleum 
Association (CIPA), and CGPA • 
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During the course of the proceeaing, several parties 
moved to strike testimony. GPGG moved to strike that portion of 
PG&E's testimony which recommended that the cost of gas gathering 
be allocated to interutility rates as it is currently allocated to 
other transportation rates. The Aaministrative Law Judge (ALJ) 

denied the motion on the grounds that the commission sought 
proposals for allocating gas gathering costs. 

PG&E moved to strike portions of the testimony of GPGG, 
Amerada Hess, and CIPA which addressed (1) reallocating costs not 
related to gas gathering, (2) PG&E's sequeneing policies, and 
(3) cost studies which did not use the "primary function test." 
The ALJ granted PG&E's motion to strike testimony whieh addressed 
reallocation of costs not related to gathering and PG&E's 
sequencing policies. ~hose topics are properly the subject of 
other proceedings. The ALJ denied PG&E's motion to strike 
testimony whieh presented cost studies that did not apply the 

• 

"primary function test" because the commission did not adopt that • 
test in I.SS-ll-012. ~ther, the Commission required PG&E to use 
that test as the basis for its eost study. 

Finally, GPGG moved to strike those portions of PG&E's 
testimony which identified gas gathering facilities on the grounds 
that PG&E failed to comply with the Commission's order requiring 
PG&E to base its cost study on the "primary function test." The 
ALJ denied the motion because the record did not demonstrate that 
PG&E's study was not based on the primary function test, a matter 
whieh could be addressed on brief. 

The SG!:l§lW Signe4 By PG&E. DBA. Md TORN.. Prior to 
hearings, PG&E, DRA and ~oward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN) 
entered into a settlement whieh PG&E filed on August 18, 1989. The 
settlement would apply a $.29 per de~the:rl1l gas qathering c:harqe. 
It anticipates the accelerated depreciation of remaining plant, 
limits the construction by PG&E of new qas gathering plant,. and 
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assesses a $.06 per decatherm gas gathering charge after existing 
plant is fully depreciated. 

The settlement was filed 11 days before hearings were to 
begin in this case. Accordingly, PG&E requested that the hearing 
schedule be suspended in order for the commission and the parties 
to consider the terms of the settlement. The ALJ denied the motion 
to delay hearings and set forth a schedule for submitting comments 
on the settlement. 

GPGG and Amerada Hess filed comments on the settlement, 
contesting its terms and requesting hearings. 

On september 28, 1989, the assigned ALJ issued a ruling 
stating that the commission would not schedule hearings on the 
settlement at that time because a full evidentiary record had been 
created through the hearing process and because additional hearings 
would create further delay in this proceeding_ 

We confirm the ALJ's ruling and deny PG&E's motio~ to 
adopt the settlement. We have a complete record upon whiCh to base 
today's decision. Moreover,. the settlement was reached :between 
three parties who did not contest one another's positions on the 
record. TORN did not participate in this proceeding by filing 
testimony or cross-ex~ining witnesses. DRA's primary proposal--to 
accelerate depreciation of existing plant--was not contested by 
PG&E. ORA supported PG&E's gas gathering eost study. The 
settlement was strongly contested by GPGG and Amerada Hess. 
Therefore, the settlement did not resolve any conflict between the 
parties. We will decide the issues based upon the evidence in this 
proceedin9'_ 

xx. Gas Gathering Services and Pricing PnAsrtices 

PG&E performs gas gathering services for california gas 
producers. Gas gathering generally refers to moving gas from 
fields and wells to transmission pipelines. As the gas moves from 
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the field to transmission pipelines, PG&E processes the gas to make 
it commercially marketable. Gas processing includes .dehydration, 
compression, odorization, and mix~ng to improve heating values. 

~he gas PG&E purchases from out-ot-state sources is 
delivered to the Calitornia Dorder already qathered and proeessea. 
The price of non-California suppli.es therefore includes. the cost of 
gas gathering and processing. 

The Commission has reco~~ized that PG&E has performed a 
service to California producers which it did not need to provide to 
out-of-state producers. Accordingly, 0.85-12-l02 directed PG&E to 
impute $.34 into, the cost of California gas for purposes of 
determining the cost of that gas to PG&E's ratepayers relative to 
the cost of gas from other sources_ Thus, the gas gathering costs 
were to be used in determining apPl:'opriate Hsequencinq'" ot gas 
supplies from various sources. 

More recently, PG&E amended its transportation tariffs, 
effective May 1, 1988, to include a $.34 gas gathering surcharge 
for customers who transported california gas. This charge was 
eliminated in compliance with sa 1937, discussed above. 

CUrrently, PG&E applies the $.34 cost in sequencing 
decisions. PQ&E also uses the $.3~' gas gathering cost estimate in 
determining the "'fair market value'" of california gas when it 
contracts with gas producers. That is, the price PG&E is willing 
to pay for gas from individual producers is reduced to· re~lect the 
cost of gathering. Third party transporters of california gas are 
not charge a for gas gathering ana processing services. currently, 
costs of goas gathering' and processing are included in PG&E's 
revenue requirement and are allocated to transportation rates. 

III. Detinin~Gas ~ring ~iliti~~ 

The issues in this ease require us to determine which 
facilities are used for gas gathering because such gathering plant 
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has not historically Deen distinquished~ for accounting purposes, 
from transmission tacilities. The definition of qas,qatherinq 
facilities was perhaps the ~ost controversial issue in,this 
proceedinq. 

'1'0 determine Which facilities are associated with 
qatherinq, I.S8-11-012 directed PG&E to define gas gathering 
facilities using the Hprimary function test,H applied by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and described in 
various FERC decisions. Pursuant to that directive, PG&E filed, as 
part of its affirmative showing, 46 maps identifying gathering 
facilities consistent with its interpretation of the primary 
function test .. 

PG&E states the FERC has set forth five main criteria in 
determininq whether the primary function of a facility should be 

classified as transportation or gathering: 
1. The diameter and lenqth of the facility; 

2. The location of compressors and processing 
plants; 

3. The extension of the facility beyond the 
central point in the field; 

4. The location of wells along all or part of 
the facility; and 

5. The geographical confi9U%'ation of the 
system. 

PG&E states it used the FERC criteria, to the extent 
possible, in distinquishinq gas gathering facilities from 
transmission facilities,.. It cautions, however, that the primary 
function test is sUbject to consider~le interpretation, and that 
the FERC has applied the test on a case-by-case basis. PG&E is. 
unaware of any case where the FERC has applied the primary function 
test to as large and diverse a system as PG&E"s. 

PG&E used the primary function test in combination with a 
conceptual framework which would permit an "apples to', apples" 
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comparison between California gas and out-of-state gas. That is, 
it in eluded costs for the type of gatherinq facilities which it 
believed wer~ included in out-of-state qas prices for·out-of-state 
facilities. ORA generally supports PG&E's definition of gas 
gathering facilities. 

The gas producers object strongly to PG&E's study. 
Amerada Hess, like PG&E,. observes the difficulty of distinguishing 
gathering facilities from transmission facilities. It states the 
primary function test requires subjective judgments aceording to 
the circumstances of the field. It also believes that PG&E's 
gathering system is unlike other sueh systems because it is 
integrated (performing transmission, processing, distribution, and 
processing functions), and was built at PG&E's sole discretion. 

Amerada Hess, however, disagrees with PG&E's application 
of the test. Amerada Hess states that, contrary to the FERC test, 
PG&E rigidly defined gas gathering as extending to the last point 

• 

of processing. Amerada Hess believes PG&E located processors • 
further downstre~ than they would have been located if gathering 
cost had always been separately determined. Amerada Hess argues 
that FERC's Uniform System of Accounts includes as Htransmission 
facilitiesu those compressors used to· bring gas to transmission 
pressure. Amerada Hess also· believes that PG&E iqnored the primary 
function test by including in its study pipelines used to mix gas 
so that PG&E can distribute it in one of its specific thermal 
billing areas. 

In general, the breadth of facilities PG&E defined as 
gathering often extend far from the field and occur where the 
primary activity is transportation and accumUlation of gas 
supplies, according to Amerada Hess. Amerada Hess also believes 
PG&E should not have characterized pipelines as gathering 
facilities simply because wells were located along the lines. It 
argues that PG&E's definitions are inconsistent with FERC decisions 
and the Oniform, System ot Accounts. 
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Amerada Hess undertook a detailed examination ot the Rio 
Vista facilities,. applying its understandinq of the primary 
function test. Its study eliminates S5% of the pipeline PG&E 
identified as gathering tacilities. It also eliminated 
compressors, consistent with its conceptual framework. 

GPGG believes that PG&E has erred in defining gathering 
as facilities upstream of the point where gas becomes "commercial 
quality,." and comments in any event that PG&E's detinition ot 
"commercial qualityw is too strinqent- PG&E has applied the 
primary function test incorrectly, according to GPGG. GPGG's 
comments on PG&E's application of the primary function test are 
similar to those of Amerada Hess. 

GPGG also argues that the primary function test should 
not be applied in this proceeding because it is used ~y the ?ERe to· 
ascertain the jurisdictional status. ot pipelines or tacilities.. In 
this proceeding, allot PG&E's facilities are within the 
Commission's jurisdiction. GPGG detines gathering facilities as 
those which PG&E would abandon if production in a particular 
producing field were to cease. More specifically, GPGG proposes 
four basic rules be applied in determining PG&E's gathering system: 

1. Gathering facilities end where gas trom two 
or more fields. is commingled; 

2. Pipelines are not "gathering" lines it 
they distribute gas to· an end user; . 

3. Pipelines or facilities that are 
downstream of dehydration, compression, or 
mixing facilities are transmission rather 
than gathering tacilities; ana. 

4. Pipelines and facilities that perform any 
tunction except ~athering are not ~atherinq 
facilities. . 

GPGG applied its conceptual framework to, all of the 46· 
qathering areas, eliminating numerous facilities trom PG&E'S study • 
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CGPA makes comments similar to GPGG'$ regarding PG&E's 
"liberal" inclusion of transmission mains in its definition of 
gathering. It argues that gatherinq facilities should' be defined 
according to those facilities which would be required for future 
wells or groups of wells since "sunk costs" (those which have 
already been invested in plant) should not be used to· determine 
pricing-

CIPA comments that drilling of and exploration for 
California supplies are discouraged by gas gathering charges, 
contrary to the intent of the California Natural Gas Act. 

PiscussiOD. We appreciate the parties' attention to 
defining gathering facilities, which was a complex and highly 
technical endeavor. As the parties note, PG&E's qatherinq system 
is unusual because it was built by a single utility, rather than 

individual producers, to serve a variety of functions. For these 
reasons it is difficult to distinguish gathering facilities from 
those which should be characterized as performing other functions • 

In seeking to define gathering facilities, the parties 
debated the wisdom and application of the primary function test. 
We required PG&E to apply the primary function test in its 
gathering cost study because the test would provide some guidance 
in defining gathering facilities. ~he primary function test is 
used by the FERC to establish jurisdictional boundaries between 
facilities which it regulates and gas gathering facilit~~es, which 
it does not regulate. 

As the parties point out, the test is not simple to 
apply, requiring substantial judgment in its application. 
Moreover, applying it in the case of PG&E is even more ~ifficult 
because ot the unique natUre of PG&E's 9'athering system, and 
because the test was designed tor a purpose we believe is unlike 
our own. 

In applying' the primary function test,.. or any other 
costing methodology, we must consider our purpose in defining g'as 
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gathering facilities and their costs. As PG&E and CGPA recoqnize, 
that purpose is to· permit PG&E to compare interstate gas prices 
with california gas prices and thereby assure that PG&E is 
purchasing the most economic ~as supplies. 

With that purpose in min~, the primary function test 
provides a valuable framewor~. However, strict· application of its 
many parameters--even i! they could be applied to PG&E's system-
would likely define PG&E's gathering system in a way that would not 
be useful in this proceeding_ 

After reviewing the proposals of the parties,. we come to 
several conclusions. Gas gathering, for pu:rposes of this' 
proceeding, includes certain processing facilities. Most 
California gas purchased by PG&E is unprocessed. In contrast, 
interstate gas supplies are delivered.to the border compressed, 
with adequate heating values, odorized, an~ dehydrated. Therefore, 
we will not, as the gas producers suggest, define gas qathering in 
California to include only those facilities which would move the 
gas to the first point of processing. Compressors, mixing 
facilities, dehydrators, and odorizing equipment which are used to 
bring california g~s to a quality comparable to interstate gas will 
be considered gathering facilities for purposes of this proceeding_ 

Similarly,. PG&E appropriately includ.ed pipeline used to 
mix gas in order that it can distribu~e gas to one of its thermal 
billing areas... As PG&E's witness testified, thermal billing areas 
were developed for the purpose of marketing california gas, Which' 
bas various heating values. Out-of-state qas sources d~ not 
require such mixing. 

For our purposes, gas gathering also includes pipelines 
required to carry ~as to processing facilities, even it those 
facilities are not in the fields or close to them.. The qas 
producers believe that pipeline serving remote processing plant 
should not be considere~ gathering plant since it was a PG&E 
manaqement decision to- site the plants in those locations • 
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As PG&E points out, however, some processing plants were 
sited some distance from wellheads in order to avoid construction 
of duplicative facilities at each gas field. We believe these 
siting decisions are likely to have made efficient use of remote 
processing plant. Siting processors downstream from wells is 
economic especially considering that processing facilities tend to 
be useful long after the average producing life of a well. We 
cannot determine from the record whether specific siting decisions 
resulted in the most efficient use of processing facilities and 
gathering pipelines. We believe, however, that the gas producers 
would object to paying for processing equipment at every wellhead 
or field and that they generally benefit from a system which was 
designed to take advantage of economies of scale. Accordingly, the 
cost of gas gathering should include the pipelines :oving the gas 
to processors. 

We believe the proposals of GPGG,. Amerada Hess; and CGPA 
are too narrow. They apply methodologies which do not permit 

• 

realistie comparisons of california gas to out-of-state gas. • 
Although their methodologies may be useful in defining gas 
gathering facilities for some purposes, they do not fulfill the 
purpose of this proceeding. Moreover, we believe the conceptual 
frameworks proposed by the gas producers fail to recoqniz~ the 
economies of scale and scope inherent in PG&E's system, a,nd which 
benefit california gas producers. 

PG&E is correct that gas gathering, for purpose~ of our 
proceeding, should include all necessary processing facili~ies and 
all pipelines required to· carry gas to· those facilities. w,~ 

conclude that PG&E's definition of gathering is the best aV4lilable 
on' the record, and will use it to- determine gas· gathering c·~sts .. 
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;r;v • The cost of Gas Gathering 

As required by 0.88-02-030, PG&E submitted a cost study 
of gas gathering operations based on the 46 geographic areas and 
using a 1987 test year. PG&E estimates the ~verage cost ot gas 
gathering is $.48 per decathenn. PG&E's cost stuay estimates the 
total revenue requirement for gas gathering services is $~ 
million. Of this amount, $33 million is for operating expenses and 
$33 million is for capital cost. The cost study was developed 
according to, the outline established in 0.89-02-030. 

ORA generally supported PG&E's cost study results and 
methodolo9Y. 

Amerada Hess and GPGG providea cost estimates which were 
much lower than PG&E's. Amerada Hess believes the gas gathering 
charge should be zero because it believes PG~E is not treating 
California producers on an equal basis with out-of-state producers. 
CIPA implicitly advocates a similar position by pointing out that 
the gas gathering charge discourages california gas production. 

Although Amerada Hess believes there should be no gas 
gathering charge, Amerada presented a cost study in the event the 
commission determined that a gas gathering charge was appropriate. 
Amerada Hess estimates a total revenue requirement of $17 million, 
or $.134 per decatherm. GPGG also presented a cost study, 
estimating a total revenue requirement of $17.9 million, or $.l049 

per deeatherm. (Differences in the per unit rates are attributable 
to differing assumptions regarding production volumes.) GPGG and 
Amerada Hess adjusted several elements of the PG&E cost stuay, 
discussea below. 

~inistrAtive and Cene,@l Expenses. In allocating 
Administrative and General (A&G) 4~xpenses to gathering, PG&E 
multiplied total Gas Department A&G expenses by the percentage of 
california gas to total gas purchased in 1988. The producers 
expressed particular concern with'PG&E's estimate of MG costs • 
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Amerada Hess believes· PG&E's estimate for A&G expenses of 
$25 million, or approximately 84% of total gathering.expenses, is 
excessive. Most gathering overheads, according to'Amerada Hess, 
are likely to be included in the category for Operation and 
Maintenance (O&M) expenses, which comprise only about 15% o! PG&E's 
estimate of gathering expenses. A&G costs include only those 
overheads that cannot be readily categorized~ 

In determining its own estimate, Amerada Hess applied the 
A&G amount identified in 0.89-05-073 (PG&E'S Phase I Annual Cost 
Allocation Proceeding (ACAP) decision) relating to' gas 
transmission, including gathering,. for 1989. It multiplied that 
amount by the percentage of gathering O&M expenses identified by 
PG&E, and again by the percentage of california qas to total 
supplies. This method allocates 10.6% of the transmission A&G 
adopted in the ACAP, or $1.816 million, to gathering costs. 

GPGG also recommends an adjustment to PG&E's AUG 

• 

estimates. GPGG used the cost allocation approved in 0.89-05-073, • 
allocating 100% of A&G expenses attributable to production and 
allocating transmission-related A&G costs according to the 
percentage of california gas purchases relative to total system 
throughput. GPGG points out that PG&E agreed that storage and 
distribution costs are not related to gathering, and that not all 
items in the *general* A&G category are related to gathering- GPGG 
believes its methodology therefore more accurately reflects, even 
overstates, A&G costs attributable to gathering_ Its recommended 
A&G expense is $4.3 million. 

CGPA also believes PG&E's A&G estimates are too hiqn 
given the capital intensive nature of the gas gathering function. 

PG&E·responds to proposals for lower A&G expenses by 
referring to the cost study in 0.89-02-030. PG&E states it 
incluc:1ed all A&G expenses, all gas volumes, and all of its 9as 
system in determininq A&G allocations to, gathering, consistent with 
the cost study parameters. 
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We agree with CGPA, GPGG and Amerada Hess that PG&E's 
estimates of A&G expenses are higher than what we would expect tor 
a system that is as capital intensive as the gathering system. Gas 
gathering A&G expenses are unlikely to be equal to the average 
spent for all gas operations, as PG&E's methocloloqy assumes. 
Allocating A&G basea on proauetion ana transmission costs, as GPGG 
has done, provides a reasonable estimate of A&G, ana we will adopt 
it. We believe this adjustment is consistent with the cost 
methodology in 0.89-02-030. 

De!preeia'tion Expense~. CGPA, Amerada Hess and GPGG also 
challenge PG&E's depreciation methodology.. PG&E used a 23-Jear 
average remaining useful life in determining its gathering system 
rate base. Xt used an eight-year depreciation period to compute 
the annual depreciation expense for 1987. 

According to GPGG, PG&E's approach improperly inflates 
the rate base and increases the depreciation expense for the test 
year 1987. In contrast to PG&E's use of an accelerated 
depreciation methodology, GPGG applied PG&E's historical 
depreciated plant values.. GPGG used a 23-year average remaining 
life for pipelines and an 18-year average remaining life for 
facilities, siqnificantly reducing the value of net plant. 

In rebuttal, PG&E argues that GPGG incorrectly assumes 
that plant with less than the average remaining life is fully 
depreciated. However, plant may be older than the average and 
still not be fully depreciated. 

CGPA argues that if plant is not originally priced 
according to an appropriate depreciation rate, past depreciation 
should not, as PG&E assumes, be Nmade UpN with a faster rate at a 
later time. If it is, it will cause inappropriate pricing signals. 

Amerada Hess recommenas a 19S7 system average 
depreciation rate of 15% compared to PG&E's annual rate of 8.53%. 
Amerada Hess agrees with PG&E that depreCiation should be taken in 
parallel with the useful lite of the plant, although its 
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calculation is different from PG&E's. Amerada Hess used a current 
~epreciation accrual for the gatherinq facilities Which is 
consistent with the remaining life of California gas reserves, 
estimated to be 6.4 years. Amerada Hess also adjusted PG&E's cost 
stu~y by restating the accumulated reserve tor depreciation. 

PG&E takes exception to Amerada Hess' use of the current 
year's accumulated reserve without recoqnizing the impact of the 
additional depreciation expense that would have ~een required in 
each of tbe years that is being restated. This technique, 
according to PG&E, underestimates the reserve at the expense of qas 
customers. 

PG&E's use of an eight-year depreciation rate tor 
calculatinq annual depreciation expense is reasonable because, as 
PG&E stated, gas wells have an expected production life of about 
eight years. We agree with PG&E that all depreciation expenses 
should De included in the cost study. Although PG&E's study 
attempts to "make Up" some deferred depreciation expense, we 
believe that alternative is preferable to allocating past 
depreciation expenses to PG&E"s ratepayers. Moreover, PG&E's 
method for determining the depreciation reserve is reasonable 
because it reflects an appropriate historical allocation of the 
reserve for each plant vintage. We will adopt PG&E's depreciation 
methodology for purposes of establishinq the cost of qas gathering 
plant. 

E~ral ~s. Amerada Hess and GPGG believe PG&E should 
use the current marginal tax of 34%, rather than the higher tax 
rate that was effective in 1987. The companies make this 
recommendation for the simple reason that the Commission will be 
applying tbe gathering charge prospectively. 

We aqree with GPGG and Amerada Hess that using ~ore 
recent federal tax rates is an appropriate adjustment to PG&E's 
cost study. 

- 17 -
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Franchise Pees and 'Qncollec;tibles. Alnerada Hess and GPGG 
recommend that uncollectibles not be included in the cost estimates 
because those costs are associated with distribution and retail 
operations. GPGG also believes franchise fees are inappropriately 
included in PG&E's study because they represent surcharges on the 
revenue requirement to be recovered from end-use customers. 

We agree with Amerada Hess and GPGG that PG&E's cost 
study should not include franchise fees or uncollectibles since 
neither cost is associated with gas gathering functions. Gathering 
functions do not result in franchise fees, nor are producers 
responsible for causing uncollectibles. 

Q&M Expenses. GPGG accepts PG&E's allocation of 
Hproduction-relatedH O&M costs, but altered the calculation of 
Htransmission-relatedW O&M costs assigned to gathering based upon 
its estimates of appropriate pipeline mileage .. 

We will not make any adjustment to O&M expenses since we 
find PG&E's definition of gathering facilities is appropriate .. 

Gas VoluP~. PG&E estimates total volumes of 
136,107 MMcf, based on actual 1987 volumes. GPGG uses an estimate 
of 170,962 MMcf. It arrived at that estimate by weighting 
produetion volumes for the 1965-1987 period.. It made this 
adjustment to reflect the fa~t that PG&E's system was ~onstrueted 
to move volumes which are substantially higher than those moved in 
1987. Moreover, according to GPGG, the low volumes of production 
in 198-7 reflect the high gathering charge: PG&E should expect 
higher volumes if a lower gathering charge is implemented .. 

We believe PG&E's volume estimate is a reasonable 
estimate of California production in the· future. Averaging past 
production levels in this case is unrealistic because production 
has fallen consistently in recent years,~ We do not agree with GPGG 
that we should reduce the cost study estimates to improve 
prOduction. We seek an accurate estimate of costs. Addressing 
production incentives is more appropriately considered in rate 
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design and other policies, some of which are considered in this 
opinion. 

",' . .¥.:l.SCUS§l.OD. As our discussion on the determination of 
gathering facilities implies, we do not believe the imputed gas 
gathering charge used in sequencing should be eliminated. PG&E's 
determination of fair market value for California gas does impute 
the cost of gathering, a cost which it does not apply to out-of
state gas supplies, as AlDerada Hess states. , The reason is simple: 
PG&E performs gathering and processing services tor california 
producers which are not required for out-of-state supplies. 

On the other hand, California gas requires less 
intrastate transportation than out-of-state supplies. In their 
testimony, the gas producers ask us to consider that california gas 
is cheaper to transport because it is closer to ultimate consumers. 
We agree that California gas does require mucn less transportation 
than gas supplies from'canada or the Southwest. Gas from the 
Southwest and Canada travels through Lines 300 and 400 which 
together span about 800 miles within the state. On average, that 
gas moves about 400 miles before reaching ulti~te consumers. In 
contrast, California gas purchased by PG&E is mostly in the 
northern central part of the state, not far from PG&E's largest 
markets. 

To account for the shorter distances required to· 
transport California gas, we will discount our estimated cost of 
gas gathering. The discount will ~e based on the approximate cost 
of moving interstate gas 300 miles. We will apply the interutility 
rate because it is derived from the embedded costs of Lines 300 and 
400. To calculate the discount,. we determine the average cost of 
moving gas one mile ($.196 divided by 820 miles) over Lines 300 and 
440, and multiply that amount ~y 300 miles. The resulting discount 
is $.072 per decatherm. This est~te,. while not perfect,. is 
reasonable basea on our review ot the maps which PG&E presented 
during hearings. We will subtract thi$ amount from our adopted 
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estimate of the unit cost of gas gathering in determining an 
appropriate gas gathering chargep 

After considering the analyses of GPGG and Amerada Hess, 
we have concluded that some adj.ustments should be made. to PG&E's 
cost study. As stated above, the cost study should be modified to 
reflect current federal tax rates and lower A&G expenses. 
Franchise and uncollectibles expenses should be removed from the 
cost estimate. We also, agree with PG&E that if we use the 1988 

fed~ral tax rater we should also· update the cost study for the 
current cost of money and changes in rate of return. The resulting 
total revenue requirement is $40 million, or $.294 per deeatherm, 
as shown in Appendix B of this decision. Sul:>traeting the discount 
to reflect different transportation distances, the net cost of gas 
gathering is $·.222 per decatherm. We will consider this benc:b.mark 
value for purposes of reviewing PG&E's purchasing practices. 

v. Bate .Design tor Gas G§.1:Mrinq Cb.arg~ 

1.88-11-0l2 sought comments on Whether gathering charges 
should be wdeaveragedW according to production areas. A deaveraqed 
rate would reflect the costs of serving each area, and may thereby 
promote more efficient production. 

PG&E's cost study provides cost information by each of 
the 46 gathering areas. PG&E's estimated costs of serving those 
areas range from $.O~ to· $14.67 per decatherm. PG&E recommends 
against a deaveraqcd rate. 

CIPA, GPGG, and Amerada Hess aqreewith PG&E that 
deaveraging is not sensible at this time, primarily because of the 
variability of p~oduction within a production area, the associated 
administrative burden, and the arbitrary nature of area boundaries. 

In Additionr GPGG argues against ~unbundlinq~ gas 
gathering costs from transportation rates. Sueh unbundling, 
according to GPGG, would be inequi~le unless it were undertaken 
in conjunction with unbun4ling other supply-related costs from 
transportation rates • 
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Discussion. We agree that deaveraged rates create 
administrative ~urdens which are unlikely to be offset by the 
benefits of deaveraged rates. In addition, in the case of gas 
gathering, they may fail to send appropriate price signals because 
gathering costs are based on embedded plant and are calculated 
according to volumes for each produetion area. Accordingly, areas 
with low production during 1987 would ~e assessed an excessively 
high gas gathering cost. This cost is unlikely to be recovered if 
rates are set accordingly because gas prOduction will be 
discouraged. 

A more efficient pricing method would be for PG&E to· 
negotiate rates which are at or above marginal costs. CGPA makes 
this point throughout its testimony. We are not considering 
marginal costs in this proceeding, in part because of the . 

• 

difficulty of determining them. Moreover, if PG&E applied marginal 
casts to all gathering services, a portion of revenue requirement 
might have to be recovered from other PG&E customers. 

We have applied the concept of marginal cost pricing in • 
cases where such pricing would discourage uneconomic bypass. In 
the case of gas gathering bypass does not appear to bea 
significant problem at this time, althouqh production levels may 
fall as gas gathering charges increase. In any event, this type of 
pricing option is available to PG&E because we have, in past 
decisions, declined to set forth rules on sequencing policy or 

I 

PG&E's contractual agreements with producers. 
Although we have declined to review PG&E's seqUencing and 

purchasing practices in this proceeding, it goes without saying 
that PG&E should consider, in determining fair market prices, 
maximizing revenues and minimizing costs. Therefore, circumstances 
may exist where, in order to retain or increase California gas 
production, PG&E imputes a gas gathering charge in seqUencing which 
might not recover all embedded costs, but would recover more than 
marginal costs. 
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NO party proposed that processing costs should ~e 
identified and charged for separately. We believe it', may De 
appropriate for PG&E to charge for processing services' separately~ 
however, for the sake of administrative simplicity and ~ecause the 
amounts in question are relatively small, PG&E should continue to 
"~undle" the costs of processing with the costs of gathering. As a 
general matter PG&E should, in determining gas gathering charges to 
producers, consider the extent to which a producer provides its own 
processing facilities, and thereby reduces PG&E's costs. 

We will continue to estimate gas gathering costs using a 
"postage stamp" or ,averaged rate and will not require PG&E to 
unbundle processing costs from gathering costs. 

VI. DiyestiturS' of NiE's Existing GAS <;atherinq ~stem 

I.88-11-012 directed PG&E to show why it should not be 

required to form a separate sUbsidiary for its gas gathering 
operations. PG&E opposes placing existing plant in a separate 
sUbsidiary Deeause such an arrangement would create significant 
operational and administrative inefficiencies. It expresses 
concerns over gathering lines which serve customers near gas fields 
and about gathering facilities which may be needed to assure safe 
operation of PG&E's system. 

CIPA shares PG&E's concerns regarding a PG&E subsidiary. 
Moreover, CIPA opposes any divestiture of gathering plant "to a 
sUbsidiary unless a new cost study is examined. CIPA argUes that a 
regulated sUbsidiary would fail to improve efficiencies; it would, 
in fact result in lost economies of seale and scope. CIPA 
especially opposes the formation of an unregulated PG&E subsidiary 
because that sUbsidiary would, as a competitor with proclucers, have 
an incentive to overprice gatherinq services. 

DRA proposes as one of its alternatives tb..e.t PG&E ~ 
required to sell its gas gathering system. DRA points out that 
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Hgetting PG&E out of the gas gathering ~usinessH will improve 
efficiencies and promote competition between california gas and 
out-of-state supplies. DRA recognizes, however, that 'this course 
could cause higher rates if PG&E cannot recover its total remaining 
investment costs through sale of its system. 

GPGG recommends that if the Commission requires 
divestiture that PG&E should be directed to present another study 
identifying facilities which should be divested. That study should 
~e sUbject to cross-examination. Further, producers usinq the 
facilities should be given a first opportunity to purchase the 
facilities at the cost identified by the commission.. If those 
producers do not wish to purchase the facilities, the facilities 
should be auctioned to the highest bidder, and then producers using 
the facilities should have a right to match the highest bid. GPGG 
believes PG&E should be able to retain existing facilities if bids 
fail to meet some minimum percentage of the value of the 
facilities. 

• 

Qiscgssion. We share PG&E's view that placing PG&E's gas • 
gathering operations in a separate subsidiary would create 
inefficiencies by eliminating some economies of scope (those which 
occur when two or more products are jointly produced) realized when 
PG&E offers gathering services while failing to resolve other 
problems. Because PG&E owns most existing gas gathering operations 
in its territory, a PG&E subsidiary would be, in effect, a near
monopoly.. Under these circumstances, the subsidiary would require 
re9Ulatory oversight. On ~alance, any potential benefits of a PG&E 
gathering subsidiary are likely to, ~e offset by the costs .. 

We are concerned, however, that PG&E ownership, of gas 
gathering facilities creates several pro~lems. PG&E may be able to, 
apply gas gathering charges so as to favor other supply sources .. 
Because of the diffieultyof determining costs, gathering charges 
may fail to promote optimal development of individual gas 
resources.. Additionally, existing law does not permit PG&E to 
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cha=qe t=ansporters of California gas for the cost of gas gathering 
se=vices, although those costs are =eflected in the p~ice of 
interstate sou=ces and California gas purchased by PG&E~ This 
price ~ifferential creates a prefe=ence fo= t=ansportation of 
California gas over purchases of PG&E gas and' out-of-state gas for 
reasons· un=elated to actual cost. 

Finally, PG&E may overbuil~ its gathering facilities if 
the costs of those faCilities are included in rate base and PG&E 
consequently faces little risk for those investments. In qeneral, 
the existing set of circumstances does not promote efficient 
investments in California gas production or efficient purchaSing 
decis·ions • 

this time. 
On the other hand, we hesitate to require divestiture at 

o 
Divestiture of PG&E's gatherinq syst~m m4y: 

Create safety hazards on PG&E's system or 
require PG&E to build duplicative 
facilities fo= eme=gency needs; 

• 0 Requi=e PG&E to build new facilities to 
continue to serve custome=s located near 
gathering fields; 

• 

o Require PG&E to abrogate existing contract 
obligations; or 

o Create many small public utilities which, 
except under a l~ted set of 
Circumstances, would be subject to 
Commission jurisdiction. 

Limiting divestiture to sales which would not pose these problems 
might be possible, but it would still raise uncertainties which 
were not =esolve~ by the evidence in this proceeding. 

We will not orde= dlvestiture now. Howeve=, we strongly 
encourage PG&E to sell gathe=ing plant when it is offered net book 
value or mo=e for the plant, consistent with our view that PG&E 
should phase out its gathering ope=ations. In the event that an 
affiliate or subsidiary of PG&E pu=chases any gathering facility, 
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PG&E must seek Commiss;i.on ~ppro'~al of the acquisition. We will 
review the terms and conditions of the sale to determine if the 
transaction was at arms len~h, and to assure that the' interes~s of 
the ratepayers are fully protected. If PG&E does sell such plant, 
it should record those sales in appropriate accounts for future 
consideration of gain-on-sale issues. We explicitly make no 
decision on disposition of gains-on-sale herein. 

VII - ~atment of New Gas Gotheting facilities 

I.SS-ll-012 sought comments on whether PG&E should be 

permitted to install and operate new gas gathering facilities. 
PG&E opposes an order to cease installing new facilities because 
such a prohibition may create market inefficiencies. As an 
example, PG&E points out that it may be more expensive for a 
producer to connect a new pipe to PG&E"s transmission system than 
for PG&E to connect a new producer to the existing gathering 
system. PG&E suggests that when it builds new plant, the full cost 
of '. the plant be charged directly to the producer for whom the plant 
was constructed .. 

Amerada Hess agrees that PG&E should continue to install 
new faCilities, providing that rules are developed to ensure that 
PG&E will treat equally producers wanting to sell gAS to PG&E And 
producers wanting to sell gas to third parties. 

ORA strongly recommends that we decline to include any 
future gas gathering plant in PG&E's rate base. ORA makes this. 
recommendation on the grounds that PG&E may otherwise have an 
incentive to overbuild plant. Requiring producers to install their 
own facilities will, according to ORA, promote competition between 
Ca11forn.i.a gas and out-of-s·tate gas supplies. ORA. also believes 
the transportation rate would'eventu~lly be reduced. 
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CGPA agrees with ORA that gathering is not a monopolistic 
market and PG&E may have an incentive to. overbuild. gathering plant. 
It appears to support elimination of PG&E's gas gathering function. 

CIPA also proposes that PG&E should not install new 
facilities in order to promote a more efficient and fair market for 
California gas. 

QiscusUon. Like CGPA, we do not consider it necessary 
for gas gathering services to be provided by a public utility. Gas 
producers may construct and operate their own decentralized 
facilities. Accordingly, we believe there is no compelling reason 
for PG&E to continue to include in its revenue requirement the 
costs and expenses associated with new gas gathering and proeessing 
facilities. If gas producers invest in their own facilities, they 
will make more economically efficient investments than PG&E is able 
to make for them. FUrther, PG&E's ratepayers will not need to 
absorb the risk of those investments. 

In the future, we will not permit PG&E to include in its 
ratebase the costs associated-with any new gas gathering or 
processing facilities. Neither may it include in its revenue 
requirement any O&M or other expenses for operating new plant. In 
this context, we define *gas gathering* facilities as any pipelines 
and/or proceSSing facilities which connect wells to PG&E's gas 
gathering system as defined in Section III of this decision. In 
addition, any pipeline which connects a well to- PG&E's transmission 
system, as defined "in Section III of this decision, al~ 
constitutes a gathering facility. PG&E shall therefore ~ot include 
in revenue requirement the costs of installing any new processing 
facilities not associated with transmission or any new pipeline 
upstream of those processing facilities. 

The exception to our decision on this issue is any 
contract obligation, Which became effective on or before 
November 8, 1989, committinq PG&E to construction of new 
facilities. As we stated earlier in this decision, we do not wish 
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to require PG&E to abrogate contracts which were negotiated in good 
faith and under a different regulatory framework. PG&E may build 
new gathering plant or repair and replace facilities according to 
existing contract terms. 

Finally, PG&E may, as it requests, contract with gas 
producers and buyers for the construction of such facilities, the 
costs and expenses of which should be fully recovered from the 
contractinq producers or noncore buyers. PG&E may not add to its 
ratebase plant built in return for discounted qas. 

vxxx.. btemaking Issues 

We have established a gas gatherinq cost which PG&E 
should use in its sequencing decisions. The costs of gatherinq and 
processinq plant must still be allocated among ratepayer qroups. 
CUrrently, those costs are allocated to core and noncore 
transportation rates. The rate design and cost allocation issues 
addressed in this proceeding are as follows. 

Xntergtiltty Rates. PG&E recommends that we allocate a 
portion of qathering costs to interutility rates. PG&E reasons 
that otherwise PG&E's on-system customers will be paying for gas 
gatherinq costs while off-system customers would not when 
California gas is transported off-system. PG&E does not propose to 
implement any rate change in this proceeding. 

GPGG strongly Objects to PG&E's proposal to allocate 
gathering costs to· transportation rates. According to GPGG, doing 
so would discourage interutility transportation, and would be 
unfair since interutility rates include interstate demand charges 
which are not associated with California gas. Moreover, GPCG 
arques that PG&E's proposal is not a proper subject for this 
investigation. 

PG&E responds to GPGG's opposition by stating that its 
interutility rate does not include demand charges; those charges 

" 
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are pai~ by shippers ~irectly. Discouraging interutility 
transportation, accor~ing to PG&E, does not justify a cross-sUbsi~y 
between on-system and off-system customers. . 

Dis~ssion. We agree with PG&E that allocating a share 
of gathering costs to the interutility rate will eliminate an 
inequity which exists between on-system and off-system customers. 
~~rrently, on-system customers pay for the entire cost of 
gathering. PG&E is correct that demand charges are not allocated 
to the interutility rate. Therefore, allocating gathering costs to 
the interutility rate will not create further pricing distortions, 
as GPGG argues. 

We do not agree with GPGG that this ratemaking adjustment 
should not be resolved in, this proceeding. D.89-04-089, which 
addressed applications for rehearing in this proceeding, expressly 
stated our intention to consider the allocation of gas gathering 
costs. 

Neither do we agree with GPGG that allocating gathering 
costs to transportation rates is contrary to the Commission's 
objective in establishing an interutility tariff, Which is to 
benefit all customers on the PG&E system by reducing their rates. 
Allocating gathering costs to the interutility rate reduces the 
total costs allocated to transportation rates. Accordingly, 
ratepayers are no worse off. They are in tact better off because 
rates more closely match costs, promoting more efficient purchasing 
and transportation decisions. While we agree'that we should seek 
to promote California gas, a more important objective is'to promote 
low cost, reliable gas supplies, whatever their source. 

PG&E should, in its pending ACAP application, propose 
changes to its interutility rates which would include an allocation 
of gathering costs equal, on a cents per them basis,. to amounts 
allocated to the transportation rates. The gathering cost should 
not include the $.072 discount, Which was derived for the purpose 
of comparing gas prices • 
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Accelerated Depreciation. ORA proposes that existing 
costs :be removed from rate :base over a'five- to ten-year perioCl 
consistent with its view that PG&E should phase out its gas 
gathering operations. ORA recommends that no action be taken on 
this matter until additional study be undertaken to, determine an 
"optimum" period of depreciation. ORA also states its. accelerated 
depreciation option should not :be implemented until 1991, when the 
prohi:bition on re-allocation under SB 987 is removed~ 

PG&E does not o:bject to- ORA's, proposal~ 
CIPA concurs with ORA's approach but arques that ORA 

incorrectly accepted PG&E's cost study in determining undepreciated 
plant .. 

GPGG obj'ects to- ORA's proposal to accelerate depreciation 
of gathering costs if the result would be to increase the gathering 
charge. 

~ 

Discussion. We agree with ORA that accelerating recovery 
of the cost associated with gathering is consistent with our 
ultimate goal of gradually eliminating PG&E's role in gathering.. ~ 

Consistent with the depreciation rate adopted for 
estimating costs., we will adopt an estimated period for full 
depreciation of eight years.. Assuming future volumes are equal to 
1987 volumes, and no plant is added or sold, gathering plant would 
:be fully depreciated after eight years.. This period could be 

lengthened or shortened depending upon changes in total gathering 
plant which could occur because of contractual obligations or sales 
of plant. It may also :be longer or shorter depending on 
transportation volumes over the depreciation period. 

ORA is concerned that SB- 98.7 would not permit this change 
in depreciation until 1991. Under SB- 987, we do, not need to defer 
implementation of accelerated depreciation if we do· not change any 
cost allocations. Our adopted accounting treatment of gas 
gathering costs continues alloeation of gathering costs using the 
current methodology. 
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Contrary to GPGG's assumption, accelerating depreciation 
for this purpose would not necessarily increase rates or gas 
gathering charges. Under PG&E's proposal, an increase in revenue 
requirement is avoided by assuming that the remaining life tor 
nonqathering transmission plant is slightly longer. This does not 
preclude PG&E from seqreqatinq gathering and nongathering plant for 
the purpose of establishing appropriate depreciation rates tor 
nongathering plant in future general rate eases. We believe this 
approach is sensible and will adopt it. 

J2j.§pQsij:ioD ot the Hea9mnm Asrcount BalMs;es. 
D.89-04-089 commented that we must determine the disposition of 
balances in the gas gathering memorandum account Which accrued 
between the issuance of 0.88-02-030 in February 8, 1989, and 
D .. 89-04-089 in April 26, 1989.. The balances accrued for gathering 
charges imposed on transportation customers prior to the 
elimination of those charges, effective' as of the date of our first 
order in this proceeding which addressed the gathering surcharge • 

PG&E does not have strong views about the treatment of 
these balances.. GPGG argues that they should be returned to the 
customers who paid them. Moreover, according to GPGG, the 
Commission should require PG&E to refund all revenues associated 
with surcharges beginning January 1, 1989, the effective date of 
S8 1937. 

We will order PG&E to refund memorandum account accruals 
to the customers who originally paid the gathering charges. We 
will not order PG&E to'make refunas back to January 1, 1989. 
PG&E's Charges at that time were' pursuant to effective tariffs, and 
to oraer refunds of utility revenues not booked into· the memorandum 
account might eonstitute retroactive ratemakinq. PG&E should 
terminate the memorandum- account after refunds are' made • 
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IX. Implementation of the Ra£emakinq Treatment for Gas Gathexipg 

We have found that $.222 per decatherm is the appropriate 
current gathering charge that PG&E should use for sequencing of gas 
purchases. In her proposed aecision the ALJ created a Gas 
Gathering Tracking Account, for the purpose of determining when to 
discontinue gas gathering charges. The tracking account would have 
monitored utility plant in gar/ice, and gathering charges would 
have ceased. only when nat plant in service reached zero. We 
conclude that such a tracking account is unnecessary. Insteaa we 
rely on PG&E's use of an eight year remaining life for depreeiation 
expenses. For the purposes of PG&E's sequencing decisions and 
determinations of book value, we will assume that PG&E n~ longer 
incurs identifiable gas gathering costs after eight years, whieh 
will be at the end of calendar year 1997. 

At that time gas gathering revenue requirement included 
in transportation rates should be diminished by reduction of plant 

~ 

in service, due to depreciation, the prohibition against new plant ~ 
entering rate base, and possible sale of properties. we recognize 
that some plant may remain in service as capital additions are made 
to keep existing plant working, so gas gathering rate base may not 
disappear entirely. PG&E will al:!So incur continuing operations and 
maintenance expenses related to the plant it still owns. 

However, to simplify gas gathering ratemaking and because 
the remaining costs are likely to be small we will eliminate the 
gathering charge completely at the end of 1997. 

The remaining question is the appropriate level of 
gathering eharges for the intervening years from now until 1997. 
The capital costs per unit of gas throughput may be reduced due to 
depreciation, which would argue for reduced gathering charges, but 
ordina~ inflation would increase operating expenses. Because 
these factors are offsetting and because. remaining producers using 
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PG&E facilities after 1997 will ~e relieved of operating and 
maintenance costs, we will continue the· flat charge of $.222 per 
decAtherm during every year through 1997. 

x. Nondiscriminatory Access to PGR Plant 

CIPA and GPGG ask the Commission to adopt specific rules 
which seek to prohi~it discriminatory treatment of California gas 
producers who seek to connect to PG&E's plant. CIPA states that 
clearly-stated principles and procedures designed to limit 
discrimination are essential in order to maximize the ~enefits of 
California gas production. GPGG states that such rules are 
necessary because of PG&E's monopsony position in the market (that 
is, PG&E is the sole purchaser of california gas). 

CIPA and GPGG propose several specific rules. They 
generally impose information requirements on PG&E, and require PG&E 
to hook up new wells within certain time periods • oj 

Discussion. We decline to adopt specific rules regarding 
producer interconnection to PG&E's system for several reasons. 
california gas producers are already protected from arbitrary 
discrimination by PG&E under PUblic Utilities Code Section 453, 
which states that NNo public utility shall, as to rates, charges, 
service, facilities, or in any other respect._.sUbjeet any 
corporation or person to any prejudice or disadvantage." Section 
78S establishes policy which provides a preference for california 
natural gas when its price and quality are comparable to gas from 
other sources. We expect PG&E to comply with these laws. 

We did not anticipate addressing rules for access to PG&E 
plant in this proceeding. On that basis alone~ we could deny the 
relief sought by GPGG and CIPA. That procedural matter 
notwithstanding, the evidence does not demonstrate that california 
gas producers are, because of PG&E's·market position, incapable of 
negotiating tair And· reasonable contracts with PG&E.. PG&E is no· 
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longer the only purchaser of California natural gas: under our new 
regulatory program, third parties may purchase and transport 
california gas. Nor does the evidence demonstrate that PG&E has 
denied producers timely access to its system. 

Even if GPGG and CIPA had provided evidence to show that 
PG&E possesses unequal barqaininq power or denies producers timely 
and fair access to its system, the evidence does not demonstrate 
that the proposed rules would redress any i~alance in bargaining 
power between PG&E and the producers. 

In general, we ):)elieve PG&E and california producers 
should negotiate contracts suited to the specific circumstances of 
the producer, PG&E, and the facilities involved. We will not adopt 
any rules at this time addressing producer access to PG~E plant. 
conclusion 

• 

This decision adopts gas qathering costs which PG&E 
should apply in sequencing decisions and in determining fair market 
value. In gep,eral, we find that PG&E should phase out its 
investments in gas gatherinq in order to promote a more efficient ~ 
and equitable gas market. To that end, we encourage PG&E to sell 
gathering plant for which it can receive at least net book value of 
that plant and state our intention to discontinue including in 
revenue requirement the costs and expenses associated with future 
additions to PG&E's qas gathering plant. 

Our implementation of the framework adopted in this 
decision is developed with administrative simplicity in mind. The 
adopted gas gathering cost is an estimate which, while not perfect, 
should fulfill our major objective of permitting PG&E to compare 
more accurately the prices of California gas and gas from other 
sources. 

In recognition that perfect costing and pricing 
information is not available, and its development is t~ costly for 
the purpose at hand,. we will not entertain any modifications to the 
revenue requirement or cost of gathering adopted in this decision. 
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Finally, we believe our decision today is fully 
consistent with code sections which seek to' promote california gas 
production, while assuring California gas consumers'receive 1~ 
cost gas supplies. The gas gathering charge reflects both the cost 
of a service PG&E provides to california gas producers, and the 
relative efficiency of California gas supplies resulting from their 
close proximity to· PG&E customers. 
Eindings or Fact 

1. I.88-11-012 was opened to investigate the cost of PG&E's 
gas gathering facilities and whether PG&E should continue to-own 
gas gathering facilities in California. 

2. D.89-04-089 required PG&E to eliminate from its 
transportation tariffs the gas qathering surcharge pursuant to the 
Commission's interpretation of SB 1937. 

3.. On August 18, 1989, PG&E, ORA, and 'l'URN filed a 
settlement in this proceeding. Because the settlement was filed 
shortly before initiation of hearings, the AtJ ruled that the 
settlement would be considered after the completion of hearings .. 

4. PG&E performs gas gathering and processing services for 
california gas producers .. 

5. 'l'he gas PG&E receives from out-of-state arrives at the 
California border already gathered and processed. The price of 
that gas to PG&E includes the cost of gathering and processing_ 

6. PG&E has imputed $.34 into, the total cost of california 
gas for purposes of comparing California gas prices to the prices 
of out-ot-state supplies and is a factor considered in determining 
the "fair market value" of California gas supplies. 

7. 'l'he purpose of aetermining the actual cost of PG&E's gas 
gathering and processing operations is to permit more accurate 
comparisons of the prices of California gas and out-ot-state gas. 

8. The FERC's Hpri~ary function test" provides general 
guidance in defining PG&E's gas gathering facilities. Strict 
application of that test, however, would not permit a definition of 
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PG&E's gas gathering facilities whieh would fulfill the 
Commission's objectives in this proceeding. 

9. Gas gathering, for purposes of this proceeding, includes 
all processing facilities required to make the quality of 
California gas comparable to that of out-of-state gas supplies. 

10. Gas gathering facilities which are required to make the 
quality of California gas comparable to out-of-state gas includes 
compressors, odorizers, mixing equipment, and dehydrators. 

11. Siting processing facilities downstream from gas wells 
and fields permits efficient use of those facilities, especially 
since processing facilities tend to, have a useful life which is 
longer than the average producing life of a well. 

12. PG&E estimates the cost of gas gathering to be $.48 per 
decatherm. 

13. PG&E's estimate of A&G costs is higher than what would be 
expected for gas gathering operations. GaS gathering A&G expenses 
are unlikely to be equal to the average spent for all gas 
operations because gas gathering operations are capital intensive. 

14. PG&E estimated depreciation by using historical values 
for the depreCiation reserve and by applying an eight-year 
depreciation period to, reflect the expected economic life of gas 
production facilities. 

15,. The federal tax rate for 1988 was 34%-. 
1&. Franchise fees and uncollectibles expenses are not caused 

by California gas producers. 
17. Averaging past production volumes 'for use in determining 

a per unit cost of gas gathering overstates potential future 
production since California production volumes have fallen in 
recent years. 

18. In calculating Hfair market value,H of California gas, 
PG&E considers the cost of gas gathering to california gas but not 
for out-of-state gas ~cause PG&E aoes not perform gas gathering 
services for out-of-state producers. 
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19. The fact that California gas requires significantly less 
intrastate transportation than out-of-state gas is one factor that 
may be considered in other proceedings where PG&E's purchasing 
practices may be considered. 

20. Applying a gas gathering charge according to the costs of 
serving individual gas fields would create administrative burdens, 
the disadvantages o~ which would not be of~set by potential 
improvements in efficiency or ability to, recover revenue 
requirement. 

21. Requiring PG&E to torm a separate gas gathering 
sUbsidiary would cause lost economies of scope without providinq 
offsetting benefits. 

22. PG&E's ownership of gas qathering facilities may fail to 
promote efficient pricing policies and investment d~cisions. 

23. Rate~ayers will not be harmed by divestiture if PG&E 
receives net book value or more for gathering facilities. 

24. Some of PG&E's existing gas gathering facilities are 
required to assure the safe operation of PG&E's system, to· serve 
end-use customers, or to fulfill existing contract obligations. 

2S. Gas gatherinq operations need not be provided by public 
utilities. 

2&. Gas producers are more likely than PG&E to make 
economically efficient investment decisions regarding gathering 
plant. 

27. 
, 

The costs of gas gathering are currently allocated to 
transportation rates but not t~ interutility rates. Accordingly, 
on-system customers pay for the costs of gathering and processing 
California gas but off-system customers do not. 

2'8. Accelerating cost recovery of gas. qathering plant is 
consistent with the objective of phasing out PG&E'S investments in 
gas gatherinq plant. 

29. Accelerating cost recovery of gas gathering plant will 
not require a change in cost allocation • 
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30. Accelerating cost recovery of gas gathering plant will 
not increase PG&E's revenue requirement if transmission plant not 
related to gathering is assumed to have a remaining lite which is 
longer than the 23-year average for all transmission plant. 

31. The evidence does not demonstrate that california gas 
producers cannot, because of PG&E's market position, negotiate fair 
and reasonable contracts with PG&E, or that the rules proposed by 
CIPA and GPGG would redress any problems related to- unequal 
bargaining power bet~leen PG&E and california gas producers. 

32. 0.89-04-089 ordered PG&E to- establish a gas gathering 
memorandum account in which PG&E would.enter revenues received for 
gas gathering charges billed to transportation customers. 
Conclusions Of ~ 

1. The Commission should deny PG&E's motion to adopt the 
settlement signed by PG&E, ORA and TURN. 

2. PG&E's definition of gas gathering facilities is 

,. , 

• 

reasonable ~ecause it includes facilities which are required to • 
make California gas of comparable quality to out-of-state gas. 

3. Nothing in this decision should be construed as a finding 
of the reasonableness of PG&E's investments in gas gathering 
facilities. 

4. GPGG's method for estimating A&G costs associated with 
gas gathering is reasonable. 

5.PG&E's use of an eight-year depreciation life for 
calculating annual depreciation expense is reasonable because gas 
wells have an averagj~ expected production life of about ~ight 
years. 

6. PG&E's use of a 23-year average remaining life for 
purposes of determining rate base is reasonable because it reflects 
historical treatment of gathering facilities. 

7. It is reasonable to use 1988 federal tax rates, money 
costs, and rate of return in calculatinq the cost of PG&E's gas 
gathering system. 
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8. Franchise tees and uncollectibles should not De allocated 
to the cost of gas gathering Decause CAlifornia gas producers are 
not responsible tor the incurrence of those costs. 

9. It is reasonable to· use 1987 california gas production 
volumes in determining the per unit cost ot gas gathering services. 

10. A reasonable estimate of PG&E's cost of gas gathering 
through the end of 1997 is $.294 per aecatberm. 

11. It is reasonable to discount the cost of gas gathering to 
account for the shorter distances required to transport california 
gas compared to out-ot-state gas supplies. ~hat discount should be 

based on the embedded cost ot Line 300 and Line 400, which 
transport out-of-state gAS supplies. 

12. It is reasonable to assume that california gas is 
transported within California r on average, approximately 300 miles 
less than out-of-state gas supplies. 

13. It is reasonable to discount the gas gathering cost by 
$.072, for purposes of determining the cost of California gas 
relative to out-of-state gas, to account for the shorter distances 
required to transport california gas. 

14. ~he Commission should not require PG&E to *deaverage* gas 
gathering charges by production area tor purposes ot sequencing_ 

lS. PG&E should not be required to· calculate and charge 
separate rates for processing. The gas gathering charge and costs 
used t~ determine them in this proceeding should include the costs 
of processing_ 

16. PG&E should not be permitted to include in future rate 
base or revenue requirement the costs or expenses assoeiate4 with 
additions to qas gathering plant~ except new construction which is 
required to fulfill existing contract obligations. 

17. PG&E should be permitted to- construct gas gathering plant 
if the costs of that construction are fully recovered from the 
buyers of that construction service. 
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l8.. Gas gathering costs should be allocated to interutility 
rates equal, on a cents per them basis, to the amounts allocated 
to transportation rates.. PG&E should modify, in its test year 1990 
ACAP, interutility rates to reflect an allocation of the costs of 
gas gathering as set forth in this decision .. 

19.. PG&E should be required to implement accelerated 
depreciation of its gas gathering plant. 

20. SS 987 will not be violated if PG&E accelerates 
depreciation of its gas gathering plant because costs will not be 
reallocated between customer classes. 

21. The period of depreciation for nongathering transmission 
plant should be assumed to be longer than the Z3-year average so as 
to avoid a revenue requirement increase which would otherwise occur 
due to accelerating depreciation of gathering plant over an 
eight-year period. 

• 

22. section 453 protects california gas producers from any 
prejudice or disadvantage by PG&E .. 

23.. Section 78:5 establishes poliey which states a preference • 
for California gas when the price and quality of that gas is 
comparable to gas from other sources .. 

24. PG&E should be ordered to refund revenues for gas 
gathering charges billed between February 8,. 1989 and April 26, 
1989. Those refunds Should be made to· the customers who originally 
paid the charges. 

Q R D.B R 

IT" IS ORDERED that: 
1. Tbe motion of Pacific Gas and Electric company (PG&E) to 

adopt its settlement with the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) 
and Toward Utility Rate Normalization ('l"O'RN) is denied .. 

2. PG&E shall filer in its 1990 Annual Cost Allocation 
Proceeding, a rate proposal allocating an equal share of gas 
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... qatherinq costs, on a cents per therm ~sis, to interutility rates 
and transportation rates. 

• 

• 

3. PG&E shall refund the balances in the memorandum account 
established in Decision (D.) 89-02-030. The retuncis shall be :made 
to those customers who paid the gas gathering surcharge for 
services rendered between February S, 1989 and April Z6, 1989. 

This order is effective toc1ay •. 
Dated December 6·,. 1989, at San Francisco-, california. 

G. MITCHELL WILK 
President 

FREDERICK R. OUDA 
STANLEY W. HOLE'rl' 
JOHN :8: .. OHANIAN 
PATRICIA H. ECKER'l' 

Commiss.ioners 

! CERTTIFY THAi T.HIS' OECISlC~ 
WAS A??ROVEV-::S.Y reI; ABOV.2 

CO!~N.ISS10NERS· TODAY. ~ 

- 40 - w.~:;t;~/~ 
WESLEY FRANKLIN, Ad;ri~ Executive Director 
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Attorneys at Law, for Pacific Gas and Electric Company. 

Interested Parties: C. Hayden Wa, Attorney at Law, tor 
Chickering & Gre90ry; Fa3;rict J. Pqwer, Attorney at Law, and 
Randy Baldschun, for City of Palo, Alto: Barkovich & Yap, :by 
Barbara R . .:BarkQ"vj.ch, for State ot New Mexico Oil conservation 
Division; Brady & Berliner, ~y R99,r Berlinet, Attorney at Law, 
and Tom Beach, for Canadian Producer Group (Anderson 
Exploration, Amoco Canada, Chevron canada, Gulf canada, Home 
Oil, and Petro Canada) ; U. J. Cas:tt:2, tor CAsex company; Karen 
Edson, for KKE & Associates; Michel Peter Elo~io, Attorney at 
Law, for Toward utility Rate Normalization; Messrs. Armour, St. 
John, Wilcox, Goodin & Schlotz, by Barbara snider, Attorney at 
Law, for S%eve Harris, for Transwestern Pipeline Company: 
Messrs. Armour, St. John, Wilcox, Goodin & sehlotz, ~y Barbara 
Snider, Attorney at Law, for Y'ames Sgueri, Attorney at Law, for 
Enron corporation; Rand L. Havens, for Mission Resources; 
Messrs., Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps, by $j;,ven S. Wall, 
John W. Leslie" and Daniel A. Lawton, Attorneys at Law, for Gas 
Producer Gathering Group (Chevron USA, Inc., Union Oil company 
of California" 'l'exaco, ana Mobil oil corporation); Henry F. 
Li~pitt, II, Attorney at Law, for california Gas Proaucers 
ASsociation; Messrs. Graham & James, by Martin A. Mattes, 
Boris K. Lakusta,. and Peter W. Hanschen, Attorneys at Law, for 
Amerada Hess Corporation~ Messrs. Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, :by 
Kei3;h M;C~~, Attorney at LaW, for california Industrial Group~ 
Patri;X UCDonne1l, for Agland Enerqy Services, Inc.: steven M. 
~, Attorney at Law, for california Ener9'Y COmmission: Juay 
Obst and ~ar:ton H. My~rs9n , Attorneys at Law, for san Diego 
Gas & Electric Company; O'Rour~e & Company, by thomas J. 
Q'RQytk~, for Southwest Gas Corporation: ~ndrew ~ri~, .for Gas 
Producer Gathering Group and City ot Palo- Alto: J. RyS3l1 
Sbgrman, tor Atlantic Oil Company~ DeDnis Shigeno, for ONOCAL: 
Messrs. Skaff & Anderson, by Andrew J. Skaff, Attorney at Law, 
tor Natural Gas Clearinghouse; Messrs. Downey, Brand, Seymour & 
Rohwer, :by Philip A. Stohr, Attorney at LaW, tor california 
Independent Petroleum ASsoeiation and David Choisser, TXO 
Production corporation: Qayig Choisset, for '!'XO Production 
Corporation and Calitornia Indepenaent Petroleum Association; 
B;riaD Sway, for Capitol Oil corporation; Messrs. Morse, Richard, 
Welsemniller & Associates, by BoDen Be Weisemnill~, for Morse, 
Richard, Weisenmiller & Associates, Inc.; Richard 0 .. &Lish, 
Michael Ferguson and Randolph Xu Wu,. by Phyllis Huckabee, 
Attorney at Law, for El Paso Natural Gas Company: E. p. )CAtes, 
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California Gas Company; Kevin Woodruft, for Henwood Energy 
Services, Inc.; and Adrian J. Hudson and Messrs. Barakat, Howard 
& Chamberlin, by Nancy Thompson, for themselves. 

Division of Ratepayer Advocates: Kathleen C. MAloney, Attorney at 
Law, and Brian Schumacher. 

Commission Advisory and Compliance Division:- Loronn King and 
Ramesh Ramchandani • 
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• ~ACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPAN"l 
S'OMM.ARY OF GATHERING CHARGE REVENO'E AND R1aE 

COSTS RATE 
($000) ($/MMCF) 

FACILITIES 
(@136,107 

Plant Carried in Primary Accounts 137,963 
Accumulated Depreciation 46,.422' 
Net Plant 9l,.54l 
Rate Base 84,501 

CAPITAL RELATED COST OF FACILITES 

. Return on Rate Base at 11 .. 44% 9,667 
Income' Taxes (34%) 7',9'14 
Property Taxes 844 
Depreciation ll,768-

Total capital-Related Cost 30,l93· 
• Unit,cost 0.222 

OPERATING EXPENSES 

'rransmission 2',802 
Procluction 2,.111 
A&G 4,.348-
Payroll and Other Taxes 533. 
Franchise and Uncollectible 0 

Total Operating Expenses 9,794 
Unit Cost 0 .. 072 

S'OKMARY 

Capital Related Cost of Facilities 30,193 
Operating Expenses 9,794 

Total Revenue Req\1irement 39,987 
Total Unit Cost, 0.294 
Transport Discount 0,.,072 
Gathering Charge 0 .. 222 

• CEN'D OF APPENDIX B) 
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OPINION 

This decision resolves outstanding issues in ou 
/ 

investigation into Pacifie Gas and Electric Company's (PG&E) gas . 
gathering operations. We initiated this investigati~to determine 
how ga~ gathering co~ts should be assessed, whetherl'PG&E should 
form a separate subsicliary to offer gas gatherin~ervices.,.. and 
whether PG&E should continue to install gas gathering facilities. 
$"Mary / 

Our objective in developinq qas ~thering eosts is to 
permit PG&E to compare, on a more equiva~nt basis, the prices of 
California gas to prices of out-ot.-state' gas supplies. We find 
that PG&E's definition of the qas qat~ring system is consistent 
with that objective. We adjust PG&~S qathering cost study ~y 
reducing its estimates of a~inistiative and general expenses, and 
certain other expenses. Using ~7 California production volumes, 
we arrive at an average gas gathering cost of $.294 per decatherm. 

To permit accurate e6mparisons of the cost of california 
gas to the cost of out-of-stite gas, the gas gathering charge 
should reflect the much shofrter distances PG&E must transport 
California gas compared t~ out-of-state gas. Accordingly, we 
discount the gathering e£arqe by $.072 per decatherm. PG&E should 
therefore apply $.222 pier decatherm as the cost of gas gathering in 
sequencing decisions Jnd determining its *fair market value. H 

This deCision also states our intent to phase out ~E's 
gas gathering operations. To that end, we require PG&E to- sell 

I 

certain gathering;tacilities when it receives offers· for those 
facilities which;are at or above the net book value of the plant. 
We will not inc~ude in future revenue requirement investments in 
gas gathering ~lant, except those facilities which are required to 
fulfill existing contract obligations. We also direct PG&E to 
accelerate lpreCiation of its existing gathering. plant. 
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OPINION 

this decision resolves outstanding issues in our 
investigation into Pacitic Gas and Electric company's (PG&E) 
gathering operations. We initiated this investigation to· d 
how gas gathering costs should be assessed, whether PG&E ould 
torm a separate subsidiary to offer gas gathering serv es, and 
whether PG&E should continue to install gas gatherin tacilities. 
§mppaa 

Our objective in developing gas gather' q costs is to 
permit PG&E to compare, on a more equivalent b is," the prices of 
calitornia gas to prices of out-of-state qas upplies. We find 
that PG&E's definition of the gas gatherinq, system· is consistent 
with that objective. We adjust PG&E's ga ering cost study by 
reducing its estimates of aaministrativ and general expenses, and 
certain other expenses. Using 1987 ca itornia production vOl=es, 
we arrive at an average gas gatherin cost of $.294 per ~ecatherm • 

to· permit accurate compar;(sons of the cost ot california 
gas to the cost of out-qf-state g~, the gas qathering charge 
should reflect the much shorter~istances PG&E must transport 
California gas compared to OU~!-state gas. Accordingly, we 
discount the gathering charg~bY $.072 per decatherm. We will 
therefore apply $·.222 per ~catherm. as the cost ot gas qatherinq in 
reviewinq PG&E's sequenc~ decisions. 

This decisio~also states our intent to phase out PG&E's 
qas qatherinq operati~_ To that end, we require PG&E to sell 
certain gatherinq t,eilities when it receives offers for those 
facilities which are at or above the net book value of the plant. 
We will not incluie in future revenue requirement investments in 
gas qatherin~p ant, except those facilities which are required to 
fulfill exist' q contract obli~ations. We also· direct PC&E to· 
accelerate preciation of its existinq ~atherinq plant .. 
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We believe PG&E'& pareieipation in 9as 9a~~ 
operations should be phased out for several reason~ Because 
investments are put into rate base,. PG&E may have/an incentive to 

/ 

overbuild gathering plant. PG&E ratepayers, UJder the existing 
arrangements, are at risk for these investments. 

In addition, existing law creates/certain pricing 
distortions if PG&E is the primary provi&{r of gathering serviees. 
Producers who sell California gas to PGiE are affected by the costs 
of gathering because PG&E uses thOS~~sts in making sequencing 
decisions and in determining the f~r market value of california 
gas. Producers who sell to- thircyparties,. however, are not so 
affected by gas gathering costS/because PG&E may not charge 
transportation customers for gathering services. 

"7 • In summary, our treatment of PG&E' s gas gather~g 
services is intended to pr~ote more efficient investments in 
plant, and improve pricinq" signals between gas supplies from 
various sources. I 

• ~edural »acJm'9und 
/ 

General. Iwe initiated this investigation following 
issuance of a report written by CACO which provided an overview of 

I 

gas gathering services and charges. I.88-11-012 directed PG&E to ,. 

(1) submit a cost study of its gathering operatiOns, (2) show cause 
why it should.pot be required to form a separate subsidiary for gas 
gathering se;vices, and (3) address whether it should cease . 
installing gas gathering and processing facilities for new wells 
and fields~/ It also directed PG&E to file comments explaining how 
it intended to comply with and implement senate Bill (SB) 1937. 

I 
/ Subsequently, we issued Deeision (D.) 89-02-030, whieh 

addressed petitions for modification of I.88-11-012 filed by PG&E, 
i 

Gas Producer Gathering Group· (GPGG), and CAlifornia Gas Produeers' 
I 

Association (CGPA). That decision modified the parameters of the 

/ 
I 
I 
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~ the field to transmission pipelines, PC&E processes the qas to make 
it commercially marketable. Gas processing includes dehydr~ion, 
compression, odorization, and mixing to improve heatinq ~{ue5. 

The gas PG&E purchases from out-of-state so~es is 
delivered to the California border already gathered and processed. 
The price of non-California supplies therefore inc~es the cost of 
gas gathering and processing. ~ 

The commission has recognized that p~ has performed a 
service to California producers which it did u'ot need to provide to 

I 
out-of-state producers. Accordingly, D.8S-1~-102 directed PG&E to 
impute $.34 into the cost of California gat for purposes of 
determining the cost of that gas to PG&~ ratepayers relative to 
the cost of gas from other sources. T~s, the qas gathering costs 
were to- be used in determining appri'iate NsequencingN of gas 
supplies from various sources-. 

More recently, PG&E amended its transportation tariffs, 
effective May 1, 1988, to include' a $.34 gas gathering surcharge 

~ for customers who transported ~li!ornia gas. This charge was 
~ eliminated in compliance With~B 1937, discussed above. 

CUrrently, PG&E a~lies the $.34 cost in sequencing 
decisions. PG&E also· uses;the $.34 gas gathering cost estimate in 
determining the Nfair market valueN of California gas when it 
contracts with gas produ~ers. That is, the price PG&E is willing 

I 

to pay for gas from individual producers is reduced to re~leet the 
cost of gathering. T~rd party transporters of California gas are 
not charged tor gas ~athering and processing services. CUrrently, 
costs of gas gathe~nq and processing are included in PG&E's 
revenue requirement and are allocated to transportation rates. 

/ 
·X~. De:in1D9L~_Gathering F~ilitic§ 

issues in this ease require us t~deter.mine which 
facilities a e dedieated to· gas gathering services because such 
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qatherinq plant bas not histor~cal~Y been distinquished, f.or/, 
accounting purposes~ from transmission facilities. The 4e~nition 
of gas gathering facilities was perbaps the most controv~ial 
issue in this proceeding_ ~ 

To determine which facilities are associate~ with 
gathering, 1.88-11-012 directed PG&E t~ define ga~athering 
facilities using the *primary function test~* a~lied by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) anc( described in 
various FERC decisions.. Pursuant to that dilective~ PG&E filecl~ as 
part of its affirmative showing, 46 maps i~ntifYin9 gathering 
facilities consistent with its interpretaiion of the primary 
function test. ;I 

PG&E states the FERC has se~forth five main criteria in 
determining whether the primary func£ion of a facility should be 

/ 

classified as transportation or g~thering: 
1. The diameter and length of the facility: 

1 · / . 2. The ocat~on of compressors and process~ng 
plants: ~ 

3. The extensi~~/of the facility beyond the 
central POinj in the field: 

4. The location of wells along all or part of 
the facility: and 

5.. The qeoqrfphieal eonfiquration of the 
system .. / 

;' 

PG&E states" it used the FERC criteria, to the extent 
possible, in disti~9uisbing gas qathering facilities from 
transmission faci~ities. It CAutions, however, that the primary 
function test is 'subject to considerable interpretation, and that 
the FERC has app'l ied the test on a ease-by-case basis.. PG&E is 
unaware of any/case where the FERC has applied the primary function 
test to as large and diverse a system as PG&E's. 

I 

PG&E used the primary function test in combination with a 
coneePtual~ramework which would permit an *apples to- apples* -

- 8 -
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calculation is different from PG&E's. Amerada Hess used a current 
depreciation accrual for the gathering facilities which is 
consistent with the remaining life of California gas reserv~s, 
estimated to be 6.4 years. kmerada Hess also· adjusted PG&E's cost 
study by restating the accumulated reserve for depreciation. 

PG&E takes exception to 1Unerada Hess' use of the currenV' 
year's accumulated reserve without recognizing the impact of 
additional depreciation expense that would have been require 
each of the years that is being restated. This technique" 
according to· PG&E, underestimates the reserve at the e nse of gas 
customers. ~ 

PG&E's use of an eight-year depreciation yatc for 
calculating annual depreciation expense is reasonable because, as 
PG&E stated, gas wells have an expected productiOri life of about 
eight years. We agree with PG&E that all dep~iation expenses 
should be included in the cost study. Altho~9h PG&E's study 
attempts to "make UpH some deferred depre~tion expense, we 
believe that alternative is preferable to allocating past 
depreciation expenses to- PG&E's rateprrs.. Moreover, PG&E's 
method for determining the depreciat~on reserve is reasonable 
because it reflects an appropriate/£istorical allocation of the 
reserve for each plant vintage. /we will adopt PG&E~s depreciation 
methodology for purposes of establishing the cost of gas gathering 
plant. / . 

lede~l taxes. Amerada Hess and GPGG belleve PG&E should 
use the current marginal tlx of 34%, rather than the higher ta)C 

rate that was effective ~ 1987. The companies m~ke this 
recommendation for the simple reason that the Commission will be 

applying the gathering/Charge prospectively. 
I 

We agree w~th GPGG and Amerada Hess that using more 
recent federal tax rfates is an appropriate adjustment to PG&Ers 
cost stUdy • 

- 17 -
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~ desiqn and other policies, 
opinion. 

some of which are considered in this 

Discussion. As our discussion on the determination of 
gathering facilities implies, we do not believe the imputed gAS~' . 
gathering charge used in sequencing should be eliminated_ PG&t's 
determination of fair market value for california gas d~s~pute 
the cost of gathering, a cost which it does not apply t~U~:~f-

t /. • state gas suppll.es, as Amerada Hess states. The reason l.S sl.mple: 
" PG&E performs gathering and processing services fo~lifornia 

producers which are not required for out-of-state;'supplies. 
On the other hand, California gas re~lres less 

r 
intrastate transportation than out-of-state supplies. In their 

f 

testimony, the gas producers ask us to conside~ that california gas 
is cheaper to, transport because it is clo~r to ultimate consumers. 
We agree that California gas does reql.1i),' much less transportation 
than gas supplies from canada or the Southwest. Gas from the 

I 
Southwest and Canada travels through/Lines 300 and 400 which 
together span about 800 miles within the state. On average, that 
gas moves about 400 miles before r~aehing ultimate consumers. In 
contrast, California gas purcha~d by PG&E is mostly in the 

I 
northern central part of the st'ate, not far from PG&E's largest 

I 

markets. / 
To account for theishorter distances required to 

transport California gas, wIe will discount our estimated cost of 
gAS gathering- The dise~~t will be based on the approximate cost 
of moving interstate gas/300 miles. We will apply the interutility 
rate because it is deri~ed'from the embedded costs of Lines 300 and 
400. To calculate the'" discount, we determine the average cost of 

I 
moving gas one mile ('$.19& divided by 820 miles) over Lines 3001 and 
440, and multiply t~at amount by 300 miles. The resulting discount 
is $.072 per decath~rm. We will subtract this amount from our 
adopted estimate o~ the unit cost of gas gathering in determining 

~ 
an appropriate gas gathering charqe_ 

l i 
l 
" .,' 
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After considering the analyses of CPGG and Amerada Hess~ 
we have concluded that some adjustments should be made to PG&E's 
cost study. As stated above, the cost study should be modified to 
reflect current federal tax rates and lower A&G expenses. 
Franchise and uncollectibles expenses should be removed from the 
cost estimate. We als~ agree with PG&E that if we use the 19S8'~ 

./ 
federal tax rate, we should also update the cost study fo~e 

;I' 

current cost of money and changes in rate of return. ~e resulting 
total revenue requirement is $40 million, or $.294 p'ef deeatherm •. 
Subtracting the discount to· reflect different transportation 

,-
distances, the net cost of gas gathering is $.~ per decatberm. 
PG&E should consider this ~enchmark value f0;tPurposes of 
sequencing and in determining fair market v~lue. 

/ 
/ 

V. 2,a:te ~~ign ill GaL§athering Cbarge 
/' 

J 

,/ 
X.88-11-012 sought comments on whether gathering charges 

should be "deaveraged" according :t~ production areas. A deaveraqed 
./ 

rate would reflect the costs of/serving each area, and may there~y 
./ 

promote more efficient production. ,. 
PG&E's cost study provides cost information ~y each of 

the 46 gathering areas. PG&E'S estimated costs of serving those 
I 

areas range from $.05· to ~14.67 per decatherm. PG&E recommends 
against a deaveraged ra~e'. 

CIPA, GPGG, and Amerada Hess agree with PG&E that 
I 

deaveraging is not sensible at this time, primarily because of the 
varia~ility of prOd~etion within a production area, the associated 
administrative burden, and the arbitrary nature of area boundaries • 

. / 

Xn addition, GPGG arques against "unbundling" gas 
gathering costs ~fom transportation rates. Such unbun~ling, 

• according. to· GPGG, would ~e inequit~le unless it were undertaken 
in cOnjunctiO:;~ith unbunalinq other supply-related costs from. 

transportatijt rates. 

j - 20 -'-... .... 
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estimate ot the unit cost ot gas gathering in determining n 
appropriate gas gathering charge. 

Atter considering the analyses of GPGG and erada Hess, 
we have concluded that some adjustments' should be e to PG&E's 
cost study. As stated above, the cost study shou be modified to 
reflect current federal tax rates and lower A&G enses. 
Franchise and uncollectibles expenses should removed from the 
cost estimate. We also agree with PG&E that if we use the 1988 
'federal tax rate,. we should also· update th cost study tor the 
current cost of money and changes in rate of return~ T.he resulting 
total revenue requirement is $40 millio , or $.294 per decatberm. 
SUbtracting the discount to retlect di ferent transportation 
distances, the net cost of gas gather. ng is $.222 per deeatherm. 
We will consider this benchmark val for purposes ot reviewing 
PG&E's purchasing practices. 

v. 

~ I.SS-ll-012 omments on whether gathering charges 
should be *deaveraged* accor ing to, production areas. A deaveraged 
rate would reflect the cos of serving each area, and may there~y 
promote more efficient pr uction. 

y provides cost information by each of 
the 46 gathering areas. PG&E's estimated costs of serving those 
areas range trom $.05- $14.67 per decatherm. PG&E recommends 
against a deaveraged tea 

CIPA, GPGG and Amerada Hess agree with PG&E that 
deaveraqinq is not ensible at this time,. prilnarily because of the 
variability of pr~ction within a production area, tho associated 
administrative bu~en, and the arbitrary nature ot area boundaries .. 

I 
In addition, GPGG arques aqa.inst -unbundlinq" qas 

I 

gathering costs ~rom·transportation rates. Such unbundlinq, 
j 

according to- G)GG, would be inequitable unless it were undertaken 
in conjunctio~with unbundling other supply-related costs trom 

I • transport,a/= rates. . 
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, . 
Discussion. We agree that deaveraged rates create 

administrative burdens which are unlikely to be offset by the 
benefits of deaveraged rates. In addition, in the case of gas 
gathering, they may fail to send appropriate price signals because 
gathering costs are based on embedded plant and are caleulate4 
according to volumes for each proauction area. Accordingly, areas 
with low production during 1987 would be assessed an exCeS~~lY 
high gas gathering cost. This cost is unlikely to be reoovered if 
rates are set accordingly because gas production Will~ 
discouraged. ~ __ _ 

A more efficient pricing method would ~e for PG&E to 
negotiate rates which are at or above marginal~sts. CGPA makes 
this po·int throughout its testimony. We ar~ot considering 
marginal costs in this proceeding, in part~ecause of the 
difficulty of determining them. Moreove~ if PG&E applied marginal 
costs to· all gathering services, a po~on of revenue requirement 
might have to be recovered from Othe~G&E customers. 

We have applied the conce~t of marginal cost pricing in 
cases where such pricing would diseourage uneconomic bypass. In 
the case of gas gathering bypaSs/does not appear to be a 
significant problem at this ti~, although production levels may 
fall as gas gathering chargeslincrease. In any event, this type of 
pricing option is availabl~/to PG&E because we have, in past 
decisions, declined to setiforth rules on sequencing policy or 

. I 
PG&E's contractual agreements with producers. 

Although we hive declined to review PG&E's sequencing an4 
purchasing practices ~ this proceeding, it goes without saying 
that PG&E should consider, in determining fair market prices, 
maximizing revenues~and minimizinq costs. Therefore, circumstances 
may exist where, ip order to retain or increase CAlifornia gas 
production, PG&E!imputes a gas gathering charge in sequencing 
which might notjecover all embedde4 costs, but would recover more 
than marginal c sts. 
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No party proposed that processing costs sbould be 

identified and charged for separately •. We believe it may be 

appropriate for PG&E to charge for processing services separately; 
,.-

however, for the sake of administrative simplicity and becau~the 
amounts in question are relatively small, PG&E should contince to 
Hbundle" the costs of processing with the costs of qathe~q. As a 
general matter PG&E should, in determining gas gatheri~ charges to 
producers, consider the extent to· which a producer p~vides its own 
processing facilities, and thereby reduces PG&E's otsts. 

We will continue to estimate gas gathe~ng costs using a 
"postage stampH or averaged rate and will not ~quire PG&E to 
unbundle processing costs from gathering costsf. 

Finally, we agree with GPGG at thiL time that CJAS 

gathering costs should not be unbundled fr~ the transportation 
rate since other costs are allocated to· ~t rate which may not be 
incurred by California producers. 

i~Gas Gatheri~ 

/ 
I.88-11-012 directed PG&E to show why it should not be 

required to form a separate subsidiary for its gas gathering 
operations. PG&E opposes placi£g existing plant in a separate 
subsidiary because such an a~ngement would create significant 
operational and aaministratiJe inefficiencies. It expresses 

. i / . h . concerns over gather1ng 1 nes Wh1C serve customers near gas f1elds 
I 

and about gathering facilities which may be needed to assure safe 
I 

operation of PG&E's system. 
I 

CIPA shares PG&E's concerns regarding a PG&E subsidiary. 
I 

Moreover, CIPA opposes/any divestiture of gathering plant to a 
subsidiary unless a new cost study is examined. CIPA argues that a 
regulated subs id iary;f would fail to improve efficiencies; it would, 
in fact result in ~ost economies of scale and scope. CIPA 
especially opposesl the formation of an unregulated PG&E·· subsidiary 

I 
l 
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~ecause that subsidiary would, as a competitor with producers, have 
an incentive to overprice qathering services. 

ORA proposes as one of it~ alternatives that PG&E be 

required to sell its gas gathering system. DRA points out that 
-qetting PG&E out of the gas gathering business- will improve .-
efficiencies ana promote competition between California gas and~ 
out-of-state supplies.. ORA recognizes, however, that this c~rse 
could cause higher rates if PG&E cannot recover its tota~emaining 
investment costs through sale of. its system. ~ 

GPGG recommends that if the Commission re~res 
/ 

divestiture that PG&E should ~e directed to preseDt another study 
identif.ying facilities which should be diveste~1' That study should 
~e subject to cross-examination. Further, p~Oducers using the 
facilities should be given a first opportunity to purchase the 
facilities at the cost identified by the c~mmission. If those 
producers do not wish to purchase the fa&ilities, the facilities 
should be auctioned to the highest bi~er, and then producers using 

/ 
the facilities should have a right to match the highest bid. GPGG 
believes PG&E should ~e able to· retain existing facilities if. bids 
fail to meet some minimum perceniage of the value of the 
facilities. /1 

D~ssi2D. We shaTe PG&E's view that placing PG&E's gas 
gathering operations in a slparate subsidiary would create 
inefficiencies by eliminating some economies of scope (those which 
oceur when two or more p/oduets are jointly produced) realized when 
PG&E offers gathering ~rvices while failing to resolve other 
problems. Because P~'E owns most existing gas gathering operations 
in its territory, aLPG&E subsidiary would be, in eff.ect, a near
monopoly. Under ~ese circumstances, the subsidiary would require 

I 
requlatory overs~ht~ On balance, any potential benefits of a PG&E 
gathering subsidtary are likely to be offset by the costs. 

We are concernea~ however, that PG&E ownership of gas 
gathering factities. create" several problems. PG&E Day be able to 
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apply gas gathering charges so as to favor other supply sources. 
Because of the difficulty of determining costs, gathering charges 

, . 

may fail to promote optimal development of individual qas 
resources. Additionally, existing law does not permit PG&E to 
charge transporters of California gas for the cost of gas gatherin 
services, although those costs are reflected in the price ot 
interstate sources and California gas purchased by PG&E. This 
price differential creates a pre terence for transportati~f 
California gas over purchases of PG&E gas and out-of-state gas for 
reasons unrelated to actual cost. ~ 

Finally, PG&E may overbuild its gatherin9 facilities it 
/ 

the costs.of those facilities are included in ?ate base and PG&E 
consequently faces little risk for those investments. In general, 
the existing set of circumstances does no~p:romote efficient 
investments in California gas producti7n r ef;icient purchasing 
decisions.' 

In order to mitigate these/prOblems and reduce the perioa 
over which ratepayers are liable for gathering facilities, we will 
require a very limited divestitur.e( of the existing system. We will 
require PG&E to sell those gathefing and processing facilities for 

I 
which it can recover at leas~e depreciated book value of those 
facilities. Permitting onlzt~~se sales which would recover the 
full value of the facilities will address ORA's concern that 
ratepayers should not pa~higher rates as a result of divestiture. 
We will not require PG&ito provide a right of first refusal of 
plant at book value t~producers using the plant, as GPGG requests. 
We believe PG&E shou~ seek ,to obtain the highest bid for the 
property in order tc!protect'ratepayers and producers in general. 

I ,. 
The framework for d.vest.ture we adopt today protects 

producers. Dive~~iture will not result in the creation of an 
unregulated mon~polY which could overprice qatherinq services. A 
party purchasing gathering plant and selling gathering services, 
except ~der ~limited set of circumstances, would·~ considered a 

L 
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public utility subject to our jurisdiction and the ratemaking 
principles we would apply. We theref.ore expect that only 
producers, producer consortia, and their tenants will seek ~ 
purchase PG&E's gathering plant. ~ . 

Under the divestiture framework we adopt, gas producers . 
will not be f~rced to pay more for gathering services.~e ar~~ 
requiring PG&E to sell its gathering system. We are only requiring 
PG&E to sell those portions of its system which are~tt~active to 
producers at a price which is at or above net boo~value_ 

I ./ 
Both PG&E and the gas producers have ~ressed concern 

that existing contracts not be abrogated as a;r's~lt of this 
proceeding_ We do not intend that PG&E be r~qu~red to· sell 
existing gathering and processing faciliti~whiCh are required in 
order for PG&E to·' fulfill existing cont~V obligations. When . / those contracts explore, however, we exp ct PG&E to offer such plant 
for sale. ~ 

PG&E has stated that if d~vestiture is required, it 
should be permitted to retain certain gathering facilities. Those 
facilities inclUde pipelines Whid, in addition to serving 
gathering functions, transport ~cal gas to PG&E customers. SOme 

. I. 
plant, accord~n9 to PG&E~ sho~d be retalned for safety reasons. 

We will not require'PG&E to· offer for sale any gathering 
I 

plant Which is distinquish~ in the ways identified above. That 
is, we will not require PG&E to offer for sale any gathering plant 

• ',p' t lA WhloCh, lo .. lot were sold, lOU \04: 
o Create sA'fety hazards on PG&E's system; 

o Require!'PG&E to- build new facilities to 
conti~e to serve eustomers located near 
gath~ng fields; and 

o Req/~e PG&E to ~br09ate existing contract 
ob iqations. 

f 
To i ~tify facilities wbich sbou14 be offere4 for sale, 

.f 

we will PG&E to· submit to the CACD,. wi thin 60 days of the 
I 
I 
) 
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pUblic utility sUbject to our jurisdiction. 
create new requlated utilities by our action to y, therefore', PG&E 
should sell its facilities only to producers, roducer consortia, 
an.d their tenants. In the event that a sUbs' iary or aftiliate ot 
PG&E purchases any portion of the divested atherinq facility, PG&E 
must seek approval of such acquisition fr m the commission. The 

Commission will review the terms and co itions of ~y such 
acquisition by a PG&E subsidiary or af iliate to determine if the 
transaction was at arms length, and . ensure that the interests. of 
ratepayers are fully protected. 

Under the divestiture fr ework we adopt; qas producers 
will not be forced to pay more fo gathering services. We are not 
requirinq PG&E to· sell its qathe inq system. We are only requirinq 
PG&E to sell those portions of ts system Which are attractive to 
producers at a price which is t or above net book value~ 

Both PG&E and the s producers have expressed concern 
that existing contracts not e abrogated as a result of this 
proceedinq. We do not int d that PG&E be required to sell 
existing gathering and pr essinq facilities which are re~ired in 
order for PG&E to- fulfil .existing contract obligations. T.he 
contracts shall not be enewed. When those contracts expire, 
however, we expect PG& to- offer such plant for sale. 

PG&E has s ted that it divestiture is required,. it 
should ~e permitted 0 retain certain gathering facilities. Those 
facilities include pipelines which, in addition to serving 
qathering functi s, transport local qas to PG&E customers. SOme 
plant, accordin to PG&E,. should be retained tor safety reasons. 
For example, me plant is used to transport qas durinq 
emerqencies. 

W will not require PG&E to· offer for sale any qatberinq 
plant Whic is distinguished in the ways identified above. that 

1 not require PG&E to otfer for sale any qatherinq plant 
it were so14,. would: 
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effective date of this decision, maps which identify gas gathering 
facilities which should not be offered for sale,. consistent with 
this decision. The, maps shall be those sUbmitted b~PG&E in this 
proceeding. Each map should highlight those sections which should , 
not be sold and shall be accompanied by an explanation of why each 

I . 
facility should not be sold. Each map should be~odified whe~ 
existing contracts with producers expire and release PG&E'~ 
obligations for serving a producer with Plant/Jhich sho~~ De 
offered for sale. All maps will remain on f~e for ~lic 
information, and PG&E should provide copiesJ~f th~PS' upon 
request, to all interested parties. We dolnot~lieve we need to 
review these maps in additional hearings,! w~are requiring PG&E to 
sell plant under certain conditions ~'n Ird~ to mitigate the 
ratemaking effects of plant ownership· bn~atepayers. PG&E must 
sell only that plant which the mark~/~lues to be at or above a 
wfloor prieew which is net book va~e. We retain regulatory 
oversight over plant which is notjrlo'ld. 'l'herefore, we believe gas 
producers are adequately protected. 

/1 
PG&E shall auction a~ appropriate facilities to the 

highest bidder and should sol~it bids for those facilities within 
l20 days of the effective ~,te of this order. After the initial 
auction, PG&E shall sell ~nt at or above net book value to any 

I 

interested buyer. ~ 

In determining an appropriate floor price, PG&E shall use 
the cost study it has~ mitted in this proceeding. The value of 
plant in each of the;f~ gathering areas shall be determined by . 
reducing PG&E's estimfated cost of each facility by 9%, which is the 

I I . pereentage change~e make to· the eap1tal eomponent of PG&E's cost 
study. If PG&! fe;(ls pipeline facilities in increments which are 
smaller than those identified in its cost study, the net book value 

t' / 
of the plant ~~l be determined by calculating the proportion of 
plant sold try;be proportion of plant identified in the cost study. 

/; . 
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/1 
o Create safety hazards on PG&E's ~stem or 

require PG&E to build duplicati)le 
faciiities for emergency nee~ 

o Require PG&E to build new f~ilities to 
continue to serve customers/located near 
gathering fie:lds; and 

o Require PG&E to abrogat existing contract 
obliqations. 

To identify facilities w ch should be offered for sale, 
we will require PG&E to submit to- e CACO ,. within 60 days of the 
effective date of this decision, ps whieh identity gas gathering 
facilities which should not be ffered for sale, consistent with 
this decision. The maps shall be those submitted. by PC;&E in this 
proceeding moditied to aceo for additions and retirements which 
have occurred since 1987. ch map should highlight those sections 
which should not be sold shall be accompanied by an explanation 
of why each facility should not be sold. Eaeh map should be. 
modified when existinq eo~tracts with producers expire and release 
PG&E's obligations for 'erving a producer with plant which should 
be offered for sale. ill maps will remain on file for public 
information, and PG&E!should provide copies Of the maps, upon 
request, to all int~ested parties. We do not believe we need to 
review these maps ~ additional hearings: we are requiring PG&E to 
sell plant under ertain conditions in order to- mitigate the 
ratemakinq effec s of plant ownership- on ratepayers. PG&E must 
sell only that lant which the market values to be at or above a 
*floor price* hich is net book value. We retain regulatory 
oversight ov plant which is not sold. Theretore, we believe gas 
producers a adequately protected... -

&E shall auction all appropriate faeilities to the 
highest b' der and should solicit bids for those tacilities within 
120 days of the effective date of this order. After the initial 
auctio , PG&E shall sell plant at or above net book value to any 
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VII. T7;ea:aent.otNew Gas Qtbering lw1ities 

/' 
0.88-11-012 sought comments on whether PG&E shoul~be 

permitted to install and operate new gas gathering taci~e~. 
PG&E opposes an order to eease installing new tacil~S because 
such a prohibition may create market inefficiencie~ As an 
example, PG&E points out that it may be more expensive for a 
producer to connect a new pipe to· PG&E'S trans:zd'ssion system than 
for PG&E to connect a new producer to the e~ting gathering 
system. PG&E suggests that when it build~ew plant, the full cost 
of the plant ~e charged directly to the~roducer tor wbom the plant 
was constructed~ / 

Amerada Hess agrees that;G&E should continue to install 
new facilities, providing that ru,es are developed to ensure that 
PG&E will treat equally producers wanting to sell· gas to PG&E and 
producers wanting to sell gas ~ third parties. 

'" DRA strongly recommends that we decline to include any 
;I 

future gas gathering Plant/~n PG&E's rate base. ORA makes this 
recommendation on the gr~unds that PG&E may otherwise have an 

./ 

incentive to· overbuild ~lant_ Requiring producers to install their 
own facilities will, a~cording to· ORA, promote competition between 

I 

California gas and out-of-state gas supplies. ORA also believes , 
the transportatio%~/rate would eventually be reduced. 

CGPA aq·rees with ORA that gathering is not a monopolistic 
, 

market and PG&E/may have an incentive to over~uild gatherin9 plant. 
Xt appears to, ... support elimination of PG&E's. gas gathering function. 

CI~ also· proposes that PG&E should not install new 
facilities In order to promote a more efficient and tairmarket for 
california/gas. 

l~cussi9n. Like CGPA, we do not consider it necessary 
for gas gathering services to be provided by a public utility. Gas 
producer's may construct and operate their own decentralized 

I 

fac1li~ Accordinqly, we believe there is nocompellinq reason 
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~ In determininq an appropriate floor price, PG&~11 use 

• 

• 

the cost study it ~s submitted in this proceeding. ~ evalue of 
plant in each of the 46 gathering area~ shall be det ined by 
reducing PG&E's estimated cost of each facility by 9%, which is the 
percentage change we make to the capital compone t of PG&E's cost 
study (due to' adjustments made to reflect the rrent cost of 
funds). The floor price shall not change ov time to reflect 
changed depreciation. If PG&E sells pipel' e facilities in 
increments Which are smaller than those i ntified in its cost 
study, the net book value of the plant all be determined by 
calculating the proportion of plant to the proportion of plant 
identified in. the cost study. 

V,IJ:. Treatment of New GAO Gathering Pacil ities 

0.88-11-012 souqht c~ts on whether PG&E should be 
permitted to install and opera~' new gas gathering facilities • 
PG&E opposes an order to ceasefinstalling new facilities because 
such a prohibition may create'market inefficiencies. As an 
example, PG&E points out ~t it may be more expensive for a 
producer to· connect a new/pipe to PG&E's transmission system than 

for PG&E to connect a ne~ producer to- the existing gathering 
system. PG&E suggest~that when it builds· new plant, the full cost 
of the plant be char~d directly to the producer for whom the plant 
was constructed. ;I 

AmeradajHess agrees that PG&E should continue to install 
new facilities,~roviding that rules are developed to ensure that 
PG&E will treat equally producers wanting to sell gas to· PG&E and 
producers wanlfing to· sell gas to third parties. 

oRi strongly recommends that we decline to include any 
future gas atherinq plant in PG&E's rate base. ORA makes this 
reconunenda ion on the grounds that PG&E may otherwise have an 

overbuild plant. Requiring produeers to install their 
./ 
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"..-", 

tor PG&E to continue to include in its revenue requirement ~~ 
costs and expenses associated with new gas gathering and;pr:ocessing 
facilities. If gas producers invest in their own. tacil.{'ties, they 
will make more economically efficient investments tha' PG&E is able . 
to make tor them. Further, PG&E's ratepayers willlriot neea to 
absorb the risk ot those investments. ;I' 

In the future, we will not permit PG&E to include in its 
.. ~l'. ratebase the costs assoc.ated w.th any new Jas gather.nq or 

processing facilities. Neither may it include in its revenue 
requirement any O&M or other expenses fO~ operating new plant. In 
this context, we define *qas gatherinq!'facilities consistent with 
our definition in Section IV of thi~~eeision. PG&E shall 
therefore not include in revenue requirement the costs of 

" installing any processing facilities not associated with ,,. 
transmission or any pipeline upstream of those processing 

( 

facilities. ./ 
The exception to ~~~ decision on this issue is any 

contract obligation, which/became effective on or before 
November 8, 19'89, eomm.it~inq PG&E to construction of new 
facilities. As we state'd earlier in this decision, we do, not wish 

I 
to require PG&E to abrogate contracts which were negotiated in good 
tai th and under a different regulatory framework. PG&E may build. 

I 

new gathering plan~/according to existing contract terms. 
Finally,/PG&E may, as it requests., contract with gas 

producers and buY'rs for the construction of such facilities, the 
costs and expenses. of-which should be fully recovered from the 

, I contract.nq producers or buyers. 
; 

/ , 

" I VXII. BA,te:Mking Issues 
,I 

I 
, We have established_a gas gathering cost which PG&E 

should u~e in its sequencing decisions. The costs of gathering and 
r 

processing plantmus.t still be allocated among ratepayer groups. 
/' 
t 

I. 
I 
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own tacilities will, according to ORA, promote competition between 
california gas and out-of-state gas supplies. ORA also believes 
the transportation rate would. eventually 1:>e red.uced. / 

CGPA agrees with ORA that gathering is not a monopo1istie 
market and PG&E may have an incentive to over~uild qather~ plant. 
It appears to· support elimination of PG&E's qas qatheri /tunction. 

CIPA also- proposes that PG&E should not ins 11 new 
facilities in order to promote a more efficient and air market for 
california qas. 

pisQIssicm. Like CGPA, we 40 not co d.er it necessary 
for gas qathering services to 1:>e provided by a Ublie utility. Gas 
producers may construct and operate their 0 decentralized. 
facilities. Accordinqly, we believe there s no compellinq reason 
for PG&E to continue to· include in its re enue requirement the 

, d . lid ' costs and expenses assoc1ate W1th new gas gather nq an proeess~q 

facilities. If qas· producers inves~t' their own facilities, they 
will make more economically effieien investments than PG&E is able 
to make for them. Further, PG&E's tepayers will not need t~ 
~sorb the risk of those investmenf- . 

In the future, we will~ot permit PG&E to inelude in its 
ratebase the costs associated w~ any new qas qatherinq.or 
processinq facilities. Neithe:lmay it include in its revenue 
requirement any O&M or other Ixpenses for operating new plant. In 
this context, we define Hga~qatherinqH tacilities as any pipelines 
and/or processing faciliti s which connect wells to PG&E's qas 
qatherinq system as deti d in Section III of this decision. In 
addition, any pipeline ch connects a well to PG&E's transmission 
system, as defined in ection III of this decision, also 
constitutes a qatber' 9 facility. PG&E shall there tore not include 
in revenue requirem t the costs of installinq any processinq 
facilities not aS~iated with transmission or any pipeline 
upstream of thosefprocessinq tacilities • 
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currently, those costs are allocated to core and noncore 
transportation rates. The rate desiqn and cost allocation issues , 
addressed in this proceeding are as follows. ~ 

Int~tilitv Bates. PG&E recommends that we all~a : 
portion of gathering costs to interutility rates. PG&E r~ons 

, '11 . / that otherwlse PG&E's on-system customers Wl be paYl~ for gas 
gathering costs while off-system customers would no~hen 
California gas is transported off-system. PG&E dO~S not propose to 
implement any rate change in this proceeding_ ~ 

GPGG strongly objects to PG&E's P?oposal to allocate 
gathering costs to- transportation ,rates. ~ccording to GPCG, doing 
so- would discourage interutility transportation, and would be ' 

unfair since interutility rates inclu(j{ interstate demand charges 
whieh are not associated with calif~ia gas.. Moreover, GPGG 
argues that PG&E's proposal is no~a proper subject for this 
investigation. ~ 

PG&E responds to GPQG's opposition by stating that its 
" interutility rate does not ~clude demand charges; those charges 

are paid by shippers'direetly. Discouraging interutility 
transportation, accordin;fto PG&E~ does not justify a cross-sUbsidy 
between on-system and off-system customers. 

Discgssign.!'We agree with PG&E that allocating a share 
of gathering costs t6, the interutility rate will eliminate an 
inequity which exi~ts between on-system and otf-system customers. 

I 
currently, on-system. customers pay for the entire cost of 

I 
gathering. PG&E is correet that demand charges are not allocated 

I 
to the interu~ility rate. Therefore, allocating gathering costs to 
the interutility rate will not create further pricing distortions, 

I 
as GPGG ar~es. 

I 
We do not agree with GPGG that this ratemaking adjustment 

should nol be resolved in this. proceeding- 0.89-04-089, which 
addressed applications for rehearing in this. proceeding, express~y 

L..:.~ 
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The exception to our decision on this issue 
contract obligatio~" which became effective on or be:tore 
November 8, 1989, committing PG&E to construction of new 
faeilities. As we stated earlier in this decis'on, we do not wish 
to require PG&E to abrogate contracts which w e negotiated in go04 
faith and under a different requlatory fram ork. PG&E ~~y build 
new gatherinq plant or repair and replace 
existing eontract terms. 

Finally, PG&E may, as it re sts, contract with gas 
producers and buyers for the construc ion of such :facilities,. the 
costs and expenses of which should fully recovered :from the 

," 
contracting producers or noncore byers. PG&E may not add to its 1 
ratebase plant bu~lt in return f discounted gas. 

vxxx. 

We have 
should use in its 

. 
a gas gathering cost which PG&E 

. The costs ot gathering and 
processing plant must sti 1 be allocated among ratepayer groups. 
currently, those costs 
transportation rates. 

e allocated to eore and noneore 
e rate desiqn and cost allocation issues 

PG&E recommends that we allocate a 
costs to interutility rates. PG&E reasons 

that otherwise PC& 's on-system customers will be paying for gas 
gathering costs wile off-system customers would not When 
California gas i transported otf-system. PG&E does not p·ropose to 
implement any r e change in this proceeding. 

GPGG strongly objects to PG&E's proposal to allocate 
gathering cos s to- transportation rates. According to GPGG, doing 
so would dis ouraqe interutility transportation, and would be 
unfair sine interutility rates inclUde interstate demand charges 

associated with calitornia gas. Moreover, GPGG 
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. ~ stated our intention to consider the allocation of qas qatherinq 
costs. 

Neither do we agree with GPGG'that allocating gathering 
costs to transportation rates is eontrary to the Commission's 
objective in establishing an interutility tariff, which is to 
benefit all customers on the PG&E system by redueing their rates. 
Allocating gathering costs to the interutility rate reduces the 
total eosts allocated to transportation rates. Accordingly, //.,
ratepayers are no worse oft. They are in fact better off because 
rates more closely match costs, promoting more effiCien~rehasing 
and transportation decisions. While we agree that w~hoUld seek 
to promote California gas, a more important objeC~e is to promote 
low cost, reliable gas supplies, whatever thei~ource. 

PG&E shOUld, in its pending ACAP ap;lieation, propose 
changes to its interutility rates which would include an allocation 
of g'athering' costs equal, on a eents p~1:.herm basis, to amounts 
allocated to the transportation rate~. 

Ac:c;;el~'3¢ed DePrecl.Atism/ ORA proposes that existing 
costs be removed from rate base o'er a five- to ten-year period 

,/ 

consistent with its view that ~G&E should phase out its gas 
gathering operations. DRA r~ommends that no, action be taken on 
this matter until addition~ study be undertaken to determine an 
*optimum* period of depreclation. ORA also states its accelerated 

I 
depreciation option shou~d'not be implemented until 1991, when the 
prohibition on re-all~~ation under S~ 987 is removed. 

PG&E does D'ot object to DRA's proposal .. 
f • C1PA concurs w:J.th ORA's approach but argues that ORA 

ineorrectly accep~d PG&E's cost study in determining' undepreciated 
plant... / 

GPGG objeets to ORA's proposal to aeeelerate depreeiation 
of gathering' c~sts if the result would be to increase the gathering 

~e_ I 
( 

I 
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argues that PG&E's proposal is not 'a proper sUbject for this 
investigation. . ~ 

PG&E responds to· GPGG's opposition DY sta#ing that its 
interutility rate does not include demand charge;:'those charges 
are paid DY shippers directly~ Discouraging intrerutility 
transportation, according to· PG&E, does not jut'tifY a cross-s~si<:ly 
Detween on-system and ott-system customers. jI 

Discussion. We agree with PG&E that allocating a share 
ot qatherinq costs to the interutility~a e will eltminate an 
inequity which exists Detween on-system d ott-system customers. 
currently, on-system customers pay for the entire cost of 
gathering- PG&E is correct that <:lemand charges are not allocated 
to the interutility rate~ Theretor~ allocating gathering costs to 
the interutility rate will not cre~e turther pricing distortions, 
as GPGG argues. / 

We do not agree with GPGG that this ratemakinq adjustment 
should not be resolved in this~rOCeeding~ 0.89-04-089, Which 
addressed applications for r~earing in this proceeding, expressly 
stated our intention to- consider the allocation ot gas gathering 
costs. J' 

. Neither do we a9fee with GPGG that allocating gathering 
costs to transportation rates is contrary to the Commission's 
objective in establiShi~ an interutility tariff, whieh is to 
~enetit all customers ~ the PG&E system by reducing their rates. 
Allocating gathering costs to the interutility rate reduces the 
total costs allocatedito transportation rates. Aceordinqly, 
ratepayers are no wofse ott. They are in tact ~tter off because 
.rates more C10Sely~teh costs, promotinq more efficient purchasinq 
and transportati~ decisions. While we aqree that we should seek 
to promote Cali~rnia qas, a more important oDjective is to promote 
low cost, reliable qas supplies, whatever their source~ 

PG&i should,. in its pendinq ACAP' application, propose 
ehanqes to ~~ interutility rates whieh would include an allocation 
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Qjscussiop. we agree with ORA that accelerating recovery 
of the cost associated with gathering is consistent with our 
ultimate goal of gradually eliminating PG&E's role in qatbering. 

Consistent with the depreciation rate adopted for 
estimating costs, we will adopt an estimated period for full 
deprec:ia1:ion of eight years. Assuming future volumes are equ~to"'-"' 
1987 volumes, and no plant is added or sold,. qatherinq plant.--Would 
be tully depreciated after eight years. This perioa c:oul~be 
lengthened or shortened depending upon changes in to~ gathering 
plant which could occur because of contractual,obl~~tions or sales 

/, 

. . 

of plant. It may also be longer or shorter depend~ng on 
transportation volumes over the depreciation~riod. 

ORA is concerned that SB 987 wou~ not permit this change 
in depreciation until 1991. Under SB 98,{ we do not need to defer 
implementation of accelerated depreci,tion if we do, not change any 
cost allocations. Our adopted accounting treatment of gas 
gathering costs continues alloca7ti~ of gathering costs using the 
current methodology. 

contrary to GPGG's assumption, accelerating depreciation 
for this purpose would not ne6essari1Y increase rates or gas 
gathering charges. Under P~E'S proposal, an increase in revenue 

I 
requirement is avoided cYjSlightlY lengthening the depreciation 
period for transmission .,plant not related to· gathering. We believe 
this approach is sensible and will adopt it. 

Pisposi:tion!ot the HemOXM@ Aec:ount Balanees. 
0.89-04-089 commented that we' must determine the disposition of 

~ 

balances in the gas gathering memorandum account which accrued 
:between the issuan'ce of 0.88-02-030 in February 8, 1989, and 
0.89-04-089 in A~ril 26,. 1989. The balances accrued for gathering' 
charges impose~/on transportation customers prior to the 
elimination o~those charges, effective as of the date of our first 
order in th,i7 proeeeding which addressed. the gatheri"9 surcharge. 

I 
..... ,' --
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ot gathering costs equal, on a cents per them ~asis, to amounts/ 
/ 

allocated to the transportation rates. 'The gathering cost should 
not include the $.072 discount, Which was derived for the p~ose 
of comparing' g'as prices. ~ 

Accelerated DepreciAtion. ORA proposeS~hat xistin~ 
costs be removed from rate base over a tive- to' ten ear peri04 
consistent with its view that PG&E should phase 0 its gas 
gathering operations. ORA recommends that no action be taken on 
this matter until additional stucly be undertarn to determine an 
Woptimumw period ot depreciation. ORA a~so tates its accelerated 
d.epreciation option should not bel impleme ed until 1991,. when the 
prohibition on re-allocation under sa 9 is removed. 

PG&E does not objeet to DRA~ proposal. 
CIPA concurs with ORA's apfroach but ar9'Ues that ORA 

incorrectly accepted PG&E's cost study in determining und.epreciated 
I plant. 

GPGG objects to ORA' proposal to accelerate depreciation 
of qathering costs if the re lt would be to increase the gathering 
charqe .. 

DiscussioD. W agree with ORA that accelerating recovery 
of the cost associated ~th gathering is consistent with our 
ultimate goal ot qrad~llY eliminating PG&E's role in qathering. 

consisten~ith the depreciation rate adopted for 
estimating costs, ~ will adopt an estimated period for full 
depreciation of qht years. Assuming future volumes are e~l to 
1987 volumes, a d no plant is added or sold,. gathering plant would 
be tully depr iated after eiqht years. This period could be 
lenqthened 0 shortened depending upon changes in total gathering 
plant wbic could occur because ot contractual obl~gations or sales 

in d 

It may also be longer or shorter depending on 
tion volumes over the depreciation period. 
ORA is concerned that sa 987 would, not permit this chanqe 

reciation until 1991. Under 58987, we do, not need to deter 
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PG&E doe~ not have strong views about the treatment of 
these balances. GPGG argues that they should be returned to the 
customers who paid them. Moreover, according to GPGG, the ~ 
Commission should require PG&E to· refund all revenues as~~ted 
with surcharges beginning January 1, 1989, the effecti~date of 
SB 1937. ~ 

We will order PG&E to refund balancing account accruals 
to the customers who· originally paid the gathe~g charges. We 
will not order PG&E to ma~e ref~ds back to ~a~uary 1, 1989. 
PG&E's eharges at that time were pursuant ;0 effective tariffs and 
therefore lawful. PG&E should elimina/te the memorandum aeeount as 
soon as refunds are made. 

IX. Implementation of the...IW:~a1Q.ng Treatment tor...Gas Gaj;berinq 

The conclusions we reac~n this decision require the 
establishment of a gas gatherinc! account whieh would track 
remaining gathering plant cos~ and related expenses. Aceordingly, 
we will order PG&E to establish a Gas Gathering Traeking Account 

I 

(GGTA). The purpose of thefaeeount will be to- track the eosts and 
revenues associated with g~s gathering for the purpose of 
determining when to disc~ntinue gas gathering eharges. The account 
will also provide ratel'n'~king information regarding remaining gas 
gathering rate base ax/d expenses. The account will not be , 
eonsidered a balancing account; that is, PG&E will still be at risk . 

I • for recovery of transportat10n revenues pursuant to· our requlatory 
program. ./ I' 

/. 

PG&E wi'll initially enter into the GGTA the total revenue 
I 

requirement adopted in this decision. That amount will be 

amortized over .ian estimated eight-year period. PG&E shall deduct 
( 

from the amount revenues associated with gas gathering. The 
appropriate r~te for calculating this revenue is the adopted total 
revenue requ/irement for gas gathering (not ineluding the 'discount' j . 

I 
\.. ... 
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implementation of accelerated depreciation if we do not ehanqe any 
cost allocations.. . Our adopted accountinq treatment- of qas 
gatherinq costs continues allocation of qatherinq costs usinq the 
current methodology. 

. 
Contrary t~ GPGG's assumption, accelera~inq depreciation 

for this purpose would not necessarily increase rates/or gas 
g~thering charges. Under PG&E's proposal, an increase in revenue 
requirement is avoided by assuminq that the rema~9' life for 
nongatherinq transmission plant is slightly long(r. This does not 
preclude PG&E from seqreqating qatherinq and onqatherinq plant for 
the purpose of establishinq appropriate de 
nonqatherinq plant in future general rat 
approach is sensible and will adopt it 

We believe this 

etermine disposition of 
balances in the gas gatherinq me randum ~ccount which accrued 
between the issuance of 0.88-02 030 in February S,. 1989,. and 
0 .. 89-04-08·9 in April 26, 1989 The balances accrued for gatherinq 
charges imposed on transpo tion customers prior t~ the 
elimination of those charq s,. effective as of the date of our first 
order in this proceedinq hicn addressed the qatherinq surcharqe. 

PG&E does not ave stronq views about the treatment of 
these balances.. GPGG rques that they should be returned to the 

customers who- paid Moreover, according to GPGC, the 
commission should r quire PG&E to- refund all revenues associated 
with surcharges be inninq January 1, 1989, the effective date of 
SB 1937. 

order PG&E to refund balancinq account accruals 
to the c:ustome s who originally p~id theqatherinq charqes. We 
will not orde PG&E t~ make refunds back to-January 1,1989. 
PG&E's eharq s at that time were pursuant to effective tariffs and 
therefore 1 wtul~ PG&E should eliminate the memorandum account as 
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which is adopted only for purposes of comparing the cost ot 
Calitornia gas to out-ot-state gas costs) divided by eight. 
amount is to· be divided by current transportation volumes 

'rhat 

(including interutility volumes effective the date the interuti~ity : ,,-
rate includes an allocation ot gathering costs) because revenue is 
recovered through transportation rates. ~his amount shal~~~ used .... 
for ratemaking purposes until the account is zero. ,1''/-

, . ' PG&E wlll also be ordered to enter lnto/tbat account any 
reductions in revenue requirement associated with the sale of 
gathering' plant, including' a factor for reduee'~ expenses. It will 

.I 
enter into the GGTA any increases in revenue requirexnent associated 
with tbe new investments in gathering Pl,an:t which result trom 
existing contractual obligations. .,/ 

" When the balance in the GGTA is zero, we will assume, for 
/" 

purposes of addressing PG&E's se~encing' decisions and 
determinations of fair market value t- that PG&E n'o longer incurs gas 
gathering costs. At that timer';/' transportation rates will fall to 

" reflect a lower rate base .;lG&E will still incur O&M and related 
expenses for plant it may still own. For simplicity and because 
those expenses are likely~,rto. be small, we will require PG&E to 
eliminate the charge altogether, even though O&M costs will 

" continue to· be incurre'd. As PG&E' s gathering operations are phased 
'1' 

out, expenses will fall. In the meantime,. O&M costs will be 
allocated to transp~rtation and interutility rates unless we 
determine tbat t~~y should be allocated elsewhere. 

" ::' 
.r' 

X.,/ Nondi§<criminM.grv Acccess to PGiE nant 

CIPA and GPGG ask the COXDnlission to adopt specific rules 
which seek/to prohi~it discriminatory treatment of california 9as 
producers;wbo· seek to connect to PG&E's plant. CIPA states that 

I, 

clearlY-~tate~ principles and procedures designed t~ limit 
discrimination are essential in order to maximize the benetits of 

l 
! , 
, , 
\ 

I ...... 
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DC. XmPlementa~ion.o:C the Ratgaking Treatmen:t tor Gas Gs¢b.ering 

',' / 
the conclusions we reach in this decision require ehe 

establishment ot a gas gathering account which would trac 
remaining gathering pl~nt costs and related expenses. ccordinqly, 
we will order PG&E to' establish a Gas Gatherinq Trac ng Account 
(GGTA) • The purpose ot the account will be to, tra 

ose' ot revenues associated with qas gatherinq tor the p 

determining when to discontinue qas qatherinq" rges. The account 
will also provide ratamakinq intormation re ding remaining gas 
gathering rate base. The account will not e considered a 
):)alancing account; that is, PG&E will st l):)e at risk tor recovery 
of transportation revenues pursuant to ur requlatory program. 

PG&E will initially enter ' to. the GGtA the net plant 
adopted in this decision. PG&E sha deduct tromthe ~ount the 
):)ook value (net plant) tor any fa lities sold and sUbtract the 
average depreciation expense (co puted as adopted depreciation 
expense divided ):)y adopted cal' ornia production) tor each Mct of. 
gas produced and tlowing thro qh the gathering system. 

It will enter into the GGTA any increases in revenue 
requirement associated wi the new investments in gathering plant 
Which result trom, existin contractual obligations. PG&E shall 1 
also establish a memora um account which tracks revenues received 
tor gas gathering Plan~ Those revenues will ):)e used to reduce 
total revenue requir~ent. 

When the balance in the GGTA is zero, we will assUlI1e, for 
purposes of addressinq PG&E's seqaencinq decisions and 
determinations of fair market value~ that PG&E no longer incurs gas 
gatherinq costs. At that time,. transportation rates will fall to· 
reflect a lower rate ):)ase. PG&E will still incur O&K and related 
expenses tor p ant it may still own. For simplicity and ~ecause 
those expense are likely to' be small, we will require PG&E to 
eliminate th charge altogether, even though O&Mcosts will 
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California gas production. GPGG states that such rules are 
necessary because of PG&E's =onopsony position in the market (that 
is, PG&E is the sole purchaser of california qas). 

CIPA and GPGG propose several specific rules. They 
generally impose information requirements on PG&E, and re~ire PG&E 
to hook up new wells within certain time periods. ~/ 

Di~ssiQn. We decline to adopt specific~l~S regarding 
producer interconnection to- PG&E's system for several reasons. 
california qas producers are already protected ~om ~rbitrarY 

/ 
discrimination by PG&E under PUblic Utilitie~ode Section 4S3, 
which states that NNo public utility shall~S to ra'~es, charges, 
service, facilities, or in any other resp~ct ••• subject any 
corporation or person to any prejudice of disadvantage. N Section 
78> establishes poliey which provid~S I preference for california 
natural gas when its price and ~al' yare comparable to gas fro= 
other sources. We expect PG&E to omply with these laws. 

I 
We did not anticipate addressing rules for access to PG&E 

plant in this proceeding_ On t~t basis alone, we could deny the 
relief sought by GPGG and CIP~ That procedural matter 
notwithstanding, the evidence does not demonstrate that california 
gas producers are, because/6f PG&E's market position, incapable of 
negotiating fair and reasonable contracts witn PG&E. PG&E is no 
longer the only purChase! of California natural gas: under our new 
regulatory program, th~d parties may purchase and transport 
California gas. Nor does the evidence demonstrate that PG&E has 

J 

denied producers time1y access to its system. 
Even if G~G and CIPA had provided evidence to show that 

PG&E possesses une~al bargaining power or denies producers timely 
and fair access td its system, the evidence does not demonstrate 
that the proposed rules would redress any imbalance in bargaining 
power between pd&E and the producers. 

In geheral, we believe PG&E and california producers 
should negoti~e contracts suited to the specific circumstances of . 

l 
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continue to be incurred. As PG&E's qatherinq operations are phased 
out, expenses will. tall. In the meantime, O&M costs will be 

allocated to transportation and interutility rates unless we 
determine that they should be allocated elsewhere. 

x. Ngnsii.sriminatorv Access :to...NiE Plant 

CIPA and GPGG ask the Commission to- adopt ecific rules 
whieh seek to prohibit discriminatory treatment 0 california qAS 
producers who seek to connect to PG&E's plant. 
clearly-stated principles and procedures desi 

IPA states that 
ed to limit 

discrimination are essential in order to- ize the benefits of 
california qas prOduction. GPGG states t such rules are 
necessary because ot PG&E's monopsony p ition in the market (that 
is, PG&E is the sole purchaser of cal' ornia 9a5). 

CIPA and GPGG propose seve 1 specific rules. They 
qenerally impose information requi ments on PG&E, and require PG&E 
to- hook up new wells within cert time periods. 

QiscgssioD. We decli e to· adopt specific rules reqardinq 
producer interconnection to E's system tor several reasons. 
california qas producers ar already protected trom arbitrary 
discrimination by PG&E und Public Utilities Code Section 453, 

which states that WNo p ic utility shall, as to rates, charqes, 
service, facilities,- or in any other respect ••• subj ect any 
corporation or person 0 any prejudice or disadvantage.- section 
78~ establishes poli whi~ provides a preference for california 
natural qas When it price and quality are comparable to- qas from 
other sources_ W expect PG&E to- comply with these laws. 

We did not anticipate addressinq rules tor access to PG&E 
plant in this P, oceedinq. On that basis alone, we could deny the 
reliet souqht y GPGG and CIPA.. That procedural matter 
notwithstand nq, the evidence does not demonstrate that california 
9as produc because ot PG&E's market position, incapable ot 
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the producer, PG&E, and the facilities involved. We will not adopt 
any rules at this time addressing prOducer access t~ PG&E plant. 
CODcly,siQ» 

This decision adopts gas gathering costs which PG&E 
should apply in sequencing decisions and in determining fair market 

,,-
value. In general, we find that PG&E should phase ou~!ts 
investments in gas gathering in order to promote a more efficient 
and equitable gas market.. To that encl,. we requi~ PG&E to sell 
gathering plant for which it can receive at leaSt net book value of 
that plant and state our intention to disco~nue including in 
reyenue requirement the costs and expense~ssociated with 
additions to PG&E's gas gathering Plant~ 

Our implementation of the f~mework adopted in this 
decision is developed with administ~tive simplicity in mind. The 
adopted gas gathering cost is an e£timate which, while not perfect, 
should fulfill our major objecti~e of permitting PG&E to compare , 
more accurately the pricesZf alifornia gas and gas from other 
sources. 

In recognition t at perfect costing and pricing 
information is not avaii~£le, and its development is too costly for 
the purpose at hand, w~will not entertain any modifications to the 
revenue requirement o~cost of gathering adopted in this decision. 
If the GGTA appears '0 be amortizing at a significantly slower or 
faster pace than w~anticiPate in this decision, we will consider 
changing PG&E's t~nsportation rates to adjust the pace of account 
amortization. T~at adjustment and change in transportation rates 
would require a/corresPOnding change to the gas gathering charge~ 

J 

Fin~lly, we believe our decision today is fully 
I 

consistent wi·th code sections which seek to· promote CAlifornia gas 
I 

production'/while assurinq Cali!ornia qas consumers receive low 
cost qas supplies~ The gas qathering charge reflects both the cost 
of a servlke PG&E provides to california gas proclueers, and the 

/ , 
I 
I 

L 
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negotiating fair and reasonable contracts with PG&E. 
longer the only purchaser ot california natural gas: 
regulatory program, third parties may purchase and 
California gas. Nor does the evidence demonstrate 
denied producers timely access to its system. 

Even if GPGG and CIPA had provided e ldence to· show that 
PG&E possesses unequal bargaining power or dies producers timely 
and tair access to its system, the evidence does not demonstrate 
that the proposed rules would redress any alance in bargaining 
power ~etween PG&E and the producers. 

In general, we believe PG&E d calitornia producers 
should negotiate contracts suited to· e specitic circumstances of 
the producer, PG&E, and the facili es involved. We will not adopt 
any rules at this time addressing roducer access to PG&E plant. 
conclusion 

This decision adopts as gathering costs which PG&E 
should apply in sequencing de isions and in determining tair market 
value. In general, we tind hat PC&E should phase out its 
investments in gas gatheri in order to promote a more etticient 
and equitable gas market. To that end, we require PC&E to- sell 
gathering plant for whi it can receive at least net book value of 
that plant and state 0 intention to- discontinue including in 
revenue requirement th costs and expenses associated with 
additions to PG&E's g/s gathering plant., 

Our imPlemlntation of the framework adopted in this 
decision is develop ~. with a4ministrative simplicity in mind. The 
adopted gas gather ng cost is an estimate which, while not perfect, 
should fulfill 0 major objective of permitting PG&E to compare 

'more accurately e prices of California gas and gas from other 
sources. 

In ~cognition that perfect costing and pricing 
I 

information ~ not available~ and its development is too costly tor 
the purpose f t hand, we will not entertain any modifications to the 
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relative efficiency of California gas supplies resulting from their 
close proximity to PG&E customers. 
lindings of Fosct 

1. I.88-11-012 was opened to investigate the cost of PG&E's 
gas gathering facilities and whether PG&E should· continue to own 
~as gathering facilities in California. // 

2. 0.89-04-089 required PG&E to eliminate ~om its 
transportation tariffs the gas gathering surch~e pursuant to the 

Commission's interpretation of sa. 193-7. ,/ 
3. On Auqust 18, 1989, PG&E,. ORA, a:rCi 'l'O'RN tiled a 

t' 
settlement in this proceeding. Because e settlement was filed 
shortly ~efore initiation of hearings, the A1J ruled that the 
settlement would be considered after. the completion of hearings. 

4. PG&E performs gas gather ng and processing services for 
California gas producers. 

s. The gas PG&E receive from out-of-state arrives at the 
. I • Californ1a border already gathered and processed. The pr1ce of 

. I . . that gas to PG&E lncludes the cost of gatberlng and process1nq. 
I 

6-. PG&E has imputed $.34 into the total cost of california 
gas for purposes of comp'ring California gas prices to the prices 
of out-of-state supPl~S and determining the *fair market value* of 
California gas suppy(es. . 

7. The purpose of determining the actual cost of PG&E's gas 
gathering and proc~ssing operations is to permit more aceurate 

I 
comparisons of the prices of california gas and out-of-state gas. , 

8. The FERC's *primary function test* provides general 
j" 

guidance in defining PG&E's gas gathering facilities. Strict 
application ~f that test,. however, would not permit a definition of 

! 
PG&E's gas/gathering facilities which would fulfill the 
Commission/s objectives in this proceedinq. 

I 

9. / Gas qatherinq, for purposes of this proceeding", includes 
all processinq facilities required to· make the quality of 
califordiagas comparable to that of out-of-state gas supplies. 

I . 

f 
I 

\ 
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revenue requirement or cost of gatherinq adopted in this decision. 
/ 

It the GGTA appears to be amortizinq at a siqnificantlyjSlower or 
faster pace than we anticipate in this decision, ~e witl consider 
changing PG&E's transportation rates to adjust the ~e of account 
amortization. That adjustment and change in'tr~rtation rates 
would require a corresponding change to the qas /athering charge. 

Finally, we believe our decision to y is fully 
consistent with code sections which seek to promote Calitornia ~as 
production, while assuring Calitornia gas~onsumers receive low 
cost gas supplies. The gas gathering c~rge reflects both the cost 
ot a service PG&E provides to Califo a gas producers, and the 
relative efficiency of california 9 supplies resulting from their 
close proximity to PG&E customers. 
:finding§: of Faej; 

1. I.88-11-012 was opeXl\ to L"'lvestigate the cost of PC&E's 
gas gathering tacilities and nether PG&E should continue to own 
gas gathering facilities in litornia. 

2. 0.89-04-089 re red PG&E to eliminate from its 
transportation tariffs e gas gathering surcharge pursuant to the 
commission's interpret ion of sa 1937. 

3. On August 1 , 1989, PG&E, ORA, and Tu.RN tiled a 
settlement in this p oceeding. Because the settlement was tiled 
shortly before ini ation of hearings, the ALJ ruled that the 
settlement would considered after the completion of hearings. 

4. PG&E P torms gas gathering and processing services for 
California gas roducers. 

5. The as PG&E receives from out-of-state arrives at the 
California b der already gathered and processed. The price ot 
that gas to G&E includes the cost of gathering and processing. 

6. G&E has imputed $.34 into the total cost ot Calitornia 
gas for p. rposes of comparing ,california gas prices to the prices 

-state supplies. and i·.5 a factor considered in determining 
r market valueH ot California gas supplies • 
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10. Gas gathering facilities which are required to make the 
quality of California gas comparable to out-of-state gas includes 
compressors, odorizers, mixing equipment, and dehydrators. 

11. Sitinq processing facilities downstreaxn from qas wells /"" 
and fields permits efficient use of those facilities, especial~ , 
since processing facilities tend to- have a useful life whicb/is 
longer than the average producing life of a well. ~ 

12. PG&E estimates the cost of gas gathering t~ $.48 per 
clecatberm. / 

13. PG&E's.estimate of A&G costs is higher~an what would ~ 
expected for gas gathering operations. Gas gatnering A&G expenses 
are unlikely to be e~al to the average spent/for all gas 
operations because gas gathering operation~re capital intensive. 

14. PG&E estimated clepreciation by n'sing historical values 
for the depreciation reserve and by ap~ing an eight-year 
depreciation periocl to reflect thezeeted economic life of gas 
production facilities. 

15. The federal tax rate for. 1988 was 34%. , 
1&. Franchise fees· and uncollectibles expenses are not caused 

by California gas producers. / 
17. Averaging past produletion volumes for use in determining 

I 
a per unit cost of gas gathering overstates potential future 

( 

production since california'production volumes have fallen in 
( 

recent years. ~ 
18. In calculating/Nfair market value,N PG&E applies the cost 

of gas gathering to caldfornia gas but not to out-of-state gas 
I • 

because PG&E does notjPertorm gas gathering se~ces for 
out-of-state produce~s. 

19. California gas requires significantly less transportation 
than out-of-state ~~s. California gas is produced relatively close 
to PG&E's larqestJqas markets. in contrast to gas received from 

I -, 
canada ana the. southwest. 
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7. 'I'he purpose ot determininq the actual cost ot PG&E's qas 
gathering' ana. processinq operations is to, permit more aC,eurate 
comparisons of the prices of California qas and out-ot-state gas. 

8. The FERC's -primary function test* provides general 
guidance in defininq PG&E's gas gathering facilities. Stri~/ 
application of that test, however, would not permit a de! "ition of 
PG&E's gas gathering facilities which would fulfill tb 
Commission's objectives in this proceedinq_ 

9. Gas gathering, for purposes of this pr eedinq, includes 
all processing facilities required to make the lity of 
california qas comparable to, that of out-ot- ate gas supplies. 

10. Gas gathering facilities which e required to make the 
quality of California gas comparable to ut-of-state gas includes 
compressors, odorizers, mixing equipm t, and dehydrators. 

11. Siting processing facilit s downstream from gas ~ells 
and fields permits efficient use those facilities, especially 
since processing facilities ten to· have a usetul lite Which is 
lonqer than the averaqe produ nc; lite of a well. 

12. PG&E estimates the cost ot gas gatherinq to' be '$.48 per 
decatherm. 

13. PG&E's estimat of A&G costs is higher than what would be 
expected for gas gather'nq operations. Gas gathering A&G expenses 
are unlikely 'bo be e 1 to the average spent tor all g'as 
operations because s qatherinq operations are capital intensive. 

14. PG&E est" ted depreciation by using historical values 
tor the deprecia on reserve and by applying an eight-year 
depreciation petlod to· retlect the expected economic life of qas 
production fa~lities. 

lS. T-nf federal tax rate for 1988 was 34%. 
16. ~anchise fees and uncolleetibles expenses are not caused 

by Calito ia gas producers. 
17 Averaqing past production volumes tor use in determining 

it cost of gas qatherinq overstates potential tuture 
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20. Applying a gas gathering charge according to the costs of 
serving individual gas fields would create administrative burdens, , 
the disadvantages of which would not be offset ~y potentia~ 
improvements in effioiency or ability to· reoover revenu~ 
requirement. / 

2'1. Requiring PG&E to· form a separate gas ga~ring 
subsidiary would cause lost eoonomies of scope without providing 
offsetting benefits.. / 

22.. PG&E's ownership of gas gathering laciliti4~s may fail to 
promote efficient pricing policies and in1estment decisions. 

23. Ratepayers will not be harmed/by divestiture if PG&E 
receives net book value or more for g~thering facilities. 

24. Some of PG&E's e~isting gasrgathering facilities are 
~ 

required to assure the safe operation of PG&E's system, to serve 
l' 

end-use customers, or to fulfill/existing contract obligations. 
25-. Gas gathering operati.ons need not be provided.by publio 

utilities. / 
f 

2&. Gas producers are/~ore likely than PG&E to :make 
.r 

economically efficient inv,estment decisions regarding gathering 
,I 

plant .. 
27. The costs Of.~~s gathering are currently allocated to 

transportation rates b~t not to interutility rates.. Accordingly, , 
on-system customers ,pay for the costs of gathering and processing 
California gas but/Off-system customers do· not .. 

28. Acceleratinq cost recovery of gas gathering plant is , 
consistent with.~e objective of phasing out PG&E's investments in 
gas gathering plant. 

" 29. Accelerating cost recovery of. gas gathering plant will 
not require aichange in cost allocation. 

30. A~6elerating cost recovery of gas gathering plant will 
not increase PG&E's revenue requirement if transmission plant not 
related to/gathering- is depreciated. over a period slightly longer 
than the Jxisting period of 23 years. . 

1 
~ 
,; 
I 

\ 
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production since California production volumes have fallen in 
recent years. 

18. In calculatinq -fair mar~et value~- ot California qas, 
PG&E considers the cost of qas qatherinq to California qas but not 
for out-of-state qasbecause PG&E does not perform qas qatherinq 
services for out-ot-state producers. 

19. Tbe fact that california qas requires signiticantly less 
intrastate transportation than out-ot-state qas is one factor that 
may be considered in other proceedings where PG&E's purchasing 
practices may :be considered. 

20. Applyinq a qas gatherinq charge according to the costs of 
serving' individual qas fields would create administrative burdens, 
the disadvantages or which would not be offset by potential 
improvements in efficiency or ability to- recover revenue 
requirement .. 

21. Requirinq PG&E to torm a separate qas qatherinq 
subsidiary would cause lost economies ot scope without providing 
offsetting benefits. 

22. PG&E's ownership ot gas qatherinq .facilities may tail to 
promote efficient pricinq policies and investment decisions. 

23. Ratepayers will not be harmed by divestiture it PG&E 
receives net book value or more tor qathering facilities. 

24. Some of PG&E's existing qas gatherinq facilities are 
required to assure the sate operation ot PG&E's system, to serve 
end-use customers, or to· fultill existing' contract obliqations. 

2S. Gas qatherinq operatiOns need not be provided by public 
utilities .. 

26. Gas producers. are more likely than PG&E to make 
economically etticient investment decisions regardinq qathering 
plant .. 

27. The costs of qas qathering are currently allocated to
transportation rates but not to- interutility rates. Accordinqly, 
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31. ~he eviden~e does not demonstrate that CAli!ornia qas 
producers cannot, because of PG&E's market position, negotiate fair 
and reasonable contracts with PG&E, or that the rules proposed by . 
CIPA and GPGG would redress any problems related to une~qua . 
bargaining power between PG&E and california gas producers. 

32. D.89-04-089 ordered PG&E to establish a gas qa ering 
memorandum account in which PG&E would enter revenues~eived for 
gas gathering charges billed to transportation custamers. 
~onely§i2ns of Law ~ 

1. The Commission should deny PG&E's mo~n to adopt the 
settlement signed by PG&E, DRA and TORN. ~ . 

2. PG&E's definition of gas 9atheri~ facilities is 
reasonable ~ecause it includes tacilitie~Which are required to 

/ 

make California gas of comparable qua~ty to out-of-state gas. 
3. Nothing in this decision ~hould be construed as a finding 

of the reasonableness of PG&E's in'/cstments in gas gathering , 
facilities. ;' 

4. GPGG's method for

7
estimating A&G costs associated with 

gas gathering is reasonable. 
s. PG&E's use of a~ight-year depreciation rate for 

calculating annual deprec~ation expense is reasonable because gas 
wells have an average e~ected production life of about eight 
years. . ;f 

6. PG&E's use~f a 23-year average remaining life for 
purposes of determ~ing rate base is reasonable because it reflects 
historical treatment of gathering facilities. 

7. It is rfeasonable to use 1988 federal tax rate~, money 
costs, and rate~of return in calculating the cost of PG&E's gas 
gathering system. 

8. Fra'chise fees and uneollectibles should not be allocated 
to the eost df gas gathering becauSe california gas producers are 
not responsible for the incurrence of those costs. 
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on-system customers pay for the costs of gathering and processing ./ 
california qas but. off-system customers do not. 7 

28. Accelerating cost recovery- of gas gathering plant i 
consistent with the o:bj ective of phasinq out PG&E' s inves~ts in 

qas gathering plant. ~ 
29. Accelerating cost recovery- of qas qatherinq ant will 

not require a change in cost allocation. I 
30. Accelerating cost recovery- of gas gathering plant will 

I 
not increase PG&E's revenue requirement if transm~sion plant not 
related to qathering is assumed to have a remai~ng life which is 
longer than the 23-year average for all transml~sion plant. 

/ 31. The evidence does not demonstrate that california gas 
producers cannot,. :because of PG&E's market /osition, neqotiate fair 
and. reasonable contracts with PG&E,. or tha.i the rules proposed. by 

I 
CXPA and GPGG would redress any problems;related to, unequal 
bargaining power between PG&E and California gas producers. 

32. 0.89-04-089 ordered PG&E tojStMJliSh a gas gathering 
memorandum account in which PG&E woul~ enter revenues received. for 
gas gatherinq charges :billed to, tr~portation customers. 
conclusions or Law L 

1. The commission should eny PG&E's motion to ad.opt the 
. I 

settlement sl.qned by PG&E,. ORA;and TORN. 

2. PG&E's definition of gas qatherinq facilities is 
reasonable because it inclu~s facilities which are reqQired to 
make California gas ot com~rable quality to out-of-state gas. 

3. Nothing in this/decision should be construed. as a tindinq 
ot the reasonableness O~PG&E'S investments in gas gatherinq 
tacilities.;( , 

4. GPGG's method tor estimating A&G costs associated with 
gas gatherinq is rea/onable • 
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9. It is rea$onable to use 1987 california 9as prodU~ 
volumes in determining the per unit cost of gas gathering ~rvices. 

10. A reasonable estimate of PG&E's cost of qas qa~rin9 i~ 
$.294 per clecatberm. / //. 

11. It is reasonable to discount the cost of ~ga~ering to 
account for the shorter clistances required to transport california 

, , / 
gas compared to out-of-state gas supplies. That iscount should ~ 
based on the embedded cost of Line 300 and Lin ~O~which 
transport out-of-state gas supplies. ~ 

12. It is reasonable to assume that C i~ornia gas is 
transported within California, on averag~ appro)Cimately 300 miles 
less than out-of-state gas supplies. I~ 

13. It is reasonable to discoun the gas gathering cost by 
/ 

$.072, for purposes of determining t e/cost of california gas 
relative to out-ot.-state gas, to ~~otint for the shorter distances 
required to transport California las. 

14. The Commission ShOUld~ot require PG&E to *deaverage* gas 
gathering charges by productio%V-~rea for purposes of sequencing. 

/1 
15. PG&E should not:be equirecl to calculate and charge 

separate rates for processi The gas gathering charge and costs 
used to- determine them in his proceeding should include the costs 
of processing. 

I 
16. PG&E should be required to sell gas gathering facilities 

for which it can rec~~r at least the depreciated book value of 
those facilities, anc{which are not required to assure safe 
operation of PG&E'~System, to' serve end-use customers, or to 
fulfill e)Cistinq()Ontract obligations. The plant should be 
auctioned and so,~ to the highest bidder and bids for such 
facilities Shou;td :be solicited with 120 days of the effective date 
of this order~ Thereafter, PG&E shoulcl be required to sell 
facilities to' interested buyers at or above net book value. 

I,! 
17 • pe;i&E should ):)e required to, s®mi t to CACD maps which 

.... " . identify 9as 9athering facilities. which should not be offered for 
l . 

'\. 
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5. '- PG&E's use ot an eight-year depreciation rate tor / 
calcu.lating annual depreciation expense is reasonal:>le ):)ze:use as 
wells have an average expected prOcluction lite of About eig 
years. 

6. PG&E's use of a 23-year average remaininq lif tor 
purposes of determining rate base is reasonable becaust it reflects 
historical treatment ot gathering facilities~ 

7. It is reasonable to- use 1988 tederal 
costs, and rate of return in calculating the cos 
gatherinq system. 

rates, lnoney 
ot PG&E's gas 

S. Franchise tees and uncollectibl~eould' not be allocated 
to the cost of gas· qatherinq because Califo ia gas producers are 
not responsible tor the incurrence ot tho e costs. 

9. It is reasonable to- use 1987 ~lifornia gas production 
volumes in determining the per unit c~ of gas gathering services. 

10. A reasonable estimate of ~E's cost of gas gathering is 
$.294 per decatherm-. / 

11. It is reasonable to· di~unt the cost of gas gathering to 
account for the shorter distance: required to- transport california 
gas compared to- out-ot-state q~ supplies. That discount should ~ 
based on the embedded cost O~Line 300 and Line 400, which 
transport out-of-state qas ~pplies. 

,12. It is reasonable/to assume that california gas is 
transported within califo'mia, on averaqe, approximately 300 miles 

I 
less than out-ot-state;qas supplies. 

13. It is reasoiable to discount the qas qatherinq cost by 

$.072, for purposes,t: determining the cost ot california gas 
relative to out-ot~~te gas, to account tor the shorter distances 
required to transport California 9as~ 

14. The C~ission sh~ulcl not require PG&E to *deaveraqe* gas 
qathering charges by production area tor purposes ot sequencinq. 

15. PG&E should not be required to calculate and charge 
I . . separate rates tor processlnq. The gas qatherlnq charqe and costs 
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~ sale, consistent with this decision. PG&E should be required to 
provide copies of those maps to interested parties, upon request. 

18. PG&E should not be permitted to- include in future rate 
base or revenue requirement the costs or expenses associated with 
additions to gas gathering plant, except new construction which is 
required to fulfill existing contract obligations. 

19. PC;&E should be permi tteel to, construct gas gathering pla,:lt'" 
if the costs of that construction are fully recovered from th~ 
buyers of that construction service. ~ 

20. Gas gathering costs should be allocated to in;terutility 
1 

. / rates equa , on a cents per therm basl.s, to the amounts allocated 
to transportation rates. PG&E should modify, in ~. test year 1990 
ACAP, interutility rates to reflect an allocati~ of the costs of 

/' 
gas gathering as set forth in this decision. /,./ 

21. PG&E should be required to implement accelerated 
depreciation of its qas gathering plant./.I 

I' 

22. sa 987 will not be violated i~ PG&E accelerates 
I ~,I 

depreciation of: its qas gathering plIant because costs will not be 
I' reallocated between customer class,es .. 

23. The period of depreciaiion for transmission plant should 
be lengthened so as to avoid a/fevenue requirement increase which 

, I 
would othentise occur due to ,)accelerat:i.ng depreciation of qathering 

, i, 
plant over an el.ght-year perl.od. 

24. Section 453 pro~cts California gAS producers from any 
prejueliee or disadvanta9'~ by PC;&E. 

25. section 7as ~stablishes policy which states a preference 
for california gas whtn the price and quality of that gas is 

I 
comparable to gas f:om other sources. 

/' 

2&. PC;&E should be required to establish a Gas Gathering 
I 

Tracking Account (GGTA) to track costs and revenues associated with 
f 

gas gathering co~ts and expenses, as set forth in this decision. 
27. PG&E should~e ordered to refund revenues tor gas 

I 

gathering' charges billed between February 8, 1989 and April 26, 
I 

./ 
.. 
I , 
r 
• 
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used to determine them in this proceeding should include the costS 
of. processing. . ' /. 

1&. P~&E should ~e required to sell qas gathering~cilities 
for which it can recover at teast the depreciated bookIValue of 
those facilities, and which are not required to ass~ safe 
operation of PG&E's system, to, serve end-use custo£ers, or to 
tulfill existing' contract obligations. The plan{ should be 
auctioned and sold to' the highest bidder and ~s for such 
facilities should be solicited with 120 d~Y of the eftective date 
ot this order. Thereafter, PG&E should be equired to sell 
facilities to interested buyers at or ab, e net book value. , 

17. PG&E should be req1.lired to· sWSmi t to CACO :maps Which 
identify qas qathering facilities Whi~ should not be offered f.or 
sale, consistent with this deCiSion.J'PG&E should be required t~ 

provi~:.CO:~:; ::o~:s:o~~: ;:~~:::S~:di~:~~:S~nu~:~~:~:::. 
, th' . c1 '-base or revenue requ~rement e costs or expenses a$soc~ate w~~ 

additions to gas gathering' plant', except new construction which is 
rp.quired to tulf.ill existing cd'ntract oblig'ations. 

19. PG&E should be pe~tted to' construct gas gathering plant 
if the costs of. that constru6tion are f.ully recovered from the 
buyers of. that construction/service. 

20. Gas gathering c~ts shOUld be allocated to interutility 
rates equal, on a cents p'er therm ~asis, to· the amounts allocated 
to transportation ratesj PG&E should modity" in its test year 1990 
ACAP, interutility rates to, ref.lect an allocation of. the costs of 

I 
gas gathering as set;torth in this decision. 

21. PG&E should De required to implement accelerated 
depreciation of itslgas gatherinq plant. 

22'. sa 987 will not be violated it PG&E accelerates 
depreciation ot its gas gathering' plant because costs will not be 
reallocated ~e~een customer classes. 
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1989. Those refunds should be made to the customers who' originally 
paid the charges. 

OLD E B 

IT IS ORDERED that:. /"'''. 
1. The motion of Pacific Gas and Electric cO,mpany (PG&'E) to, 

adopt its settlement with the Divisicn of Ratepayer Advo~es (DRA) 
and Toward Utility Rate Ncrmalization (TURN) is denie~ 

2. PG&E shall s~mit to, the Ccmmissicn AdviS6ry and 
./ 

CO,mpliance Oivision (CACO),. within 60 days of tpe effective date O,f 
this order, maps identifying gathering Plan~rsuant to, this 
decisicn. It shall provide ccpies O,f those maps, upon request, to, 
all interested parties. ~ 

3. PG&E shall, within 120 day~of the effective date O,f this 
order, solicit bids for the sale cf/gas gathering faeilities, 
pursuant to, this deeision. Fcllowing the ccmpletion of the initial 
auctiO,n, PG&E shall sell to any~nterested party gas gathering 
facilities at or above deprec~ated bock value,. pursuant to,· this 

decision. 01 

4. PG&E shall file, in its 1990 Annual Cost Allccaticn 
prO,ceeding, a rate prO,po al allocating an equal share of gas 
gathering cO,sts, on a ce'nts per therm basis, to, interutility rates 
and transpO,rtation ra~s. 

5. PG&E shal~establiSh a Gas Gathering Tracking Account 
(GGTA), and enter into, that account revenues and ccsts associated 
with gas gatherinl, cO,nsistent with this deCision; 

I 
,I 

;, 

! 

l 
i 
I 

,'; 
.1 
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23. The period ot depreciation tor nongatherinq trans:ission 
plant should be assumed to be longer than the 23-year average so as 
to avoid a revenue require:ent increase which would otherwise occur 
due to accelerating depreciation of gathering plant over an 
eight-year period. 

24. Section 453 protects calitornia gas producers trom any 
prejudice or disadvantage by PG&E. 

25-. Section 785- esUoblishes poliey which states a preference 
tor california gas when the price and quality of that gas is 
comparable to gas trom other sources. 

26. PG&E should be required to establish a Gas Gathering 
Tracking Account (GGTA) to· track costs and revenues associated with 
gas gathering costs and expenses, as set forth in this decision. 

27. PG&E should be required to, establish a memorandum account 
which shall track revenues trom· the sale ot gathering plant. Those 
revenues shall be used in the tuture to reduce PG&E's revenue 
requirement .. 

28. PG&E should be ordered to retund revenues tor gas 
gathering cbarges billed between February S, 1989 and April 26, 
1989. Those refunds should be made to the eustomers Who originally 
paid the charges. 

o R.D E R 

IT' IS ORDERED that: 
1. The :otion ot Pacitic Gas and. Electric Company (PG&E) to 

adopt its settlement with the Division o~ RAtepayer Advocates (~RA) 

and Toward utility Rate Normalization (TORN) is denied. 
2.. PG&E shall submit to the Commission Advisory and 

Compliance Division (CACD), within 60 days ot the etfective date ot 
this order, maps identifying gatherinq plant pursuant to this 
decision. It shall provide copies ot those maps,., upon request, to 
all interested parties. 
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6. PG&E shall refund the balanees in the memorandum aceount 
established in Decision (D .. ) 89-02-030. The refunds shall be made 
to· those customers who paid the gas gathering sureharqe tor 
services ;endered.between Fe:bruary 8-, 1989 and April 26, 1989. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated , at San Franciseo, CAlifornia. 
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3. PG&E $hall, within 120 days of the effective date of this 
order, solieit bids for the 
pursuant to this decision. 
auction, PG&E shall sell to 

sale of g'a5- g'athering' facilities, '_ 
Following' the completion of the initial 
any interested party gas gathering 

facilities at or above depreciated book value, pursuant t~ this 
decision. PG&E shall within 150 days of the effective date of this 
order, desiqnate the winninq bidders. At this time,. PG&E must 
inform CACD and DRA of the identity of all winning bidders, and the 
price paid. In the event that the purchase of gas facilities, 
whether through the initial bidding procedure,. or subsequent to the 
initial auction, is by a PG&E subsidiary or affiliate, PG&E shall 
so inform CACO and ORA, and the Commission reserves the riqht to 
review the terms and conditions of any such transaction to 
determine that the transaction was an Warms-length· transaction .. 

4. PG&E shall tile, in its 1990 Annual Cost Allocation 
Proceeding, a rate proposal allocating an equal share of. gas 
gathering costs, on a cents per thermo basis, to- interutility rates 
and transportation rates. 

5·. PG&E shall establish a Gas Gatherinq Trackinq Account 
(GGTA), and enter into that account revenues and costs associated 
with g'as g'atherinq, consistent with this. decision. 

6-. PG&E shall establish a memorandum· account in Which it 
shall enter amounts received f.rom the sale of. gathering plant • 
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7. PG&E shall refuna the :balances in the memorandum account 
established in Oec~sion (D.) 89-02-030. Tbe refunds shall be made 
to those customers who paia the 9as qatherin9 surcharge for 
services rendered ~etween Fe:bruary 8~ 1989 ana April 26, 1989. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated. OEC S'1989' , at San Franeisco~ california. 
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Respondent: ~i K. Mosley, Joshua Barlev, and Shirley A. Woo, 
Attorneys at Law, for Pacific Gas and Electric company. 

Interested Parties: ~ lfa~en...Mes, Attorney at Law, for //", 
Chickering & Gre90ry~ E.atr~,k...J.Jowe.r, Attorney at LaW-; and. 
Rand.y Baldschun, for City of Palo Alto~ Barkovich & X'ap, by 
Barba~ B. Barkovich, for State of New Mexico Oil COnservation 
Division; Braay & Berliner, ~y B9sgr Berliner, At~orney at Law, 
and Tom Beach, for Canadian Producer Group (Anderson 
Exploration, Amoco Canada, Chevron Canada, Gulf canada, Home 
Oil, and Petro' Canada); M, J. ca~, for Casex Company~ Karen 
Edson, for KKE & Associates: Michel Peter Frorio, Attorney at 
Law, fo~ Toward Ut;lity Rate Normalizatio~ M~ssrs. Armour, St. 
John, Wllcox, Goodln & Schlotz, ~y Barbara Snlder, Attorney at 
Law, for ~eve Hatxjs, for Transwestern~ipeline Company: 
Messrs. Armour, St. John, Wilcox, Good.i:n & Sehlotz, by Barbara 
Snid.er, Attorney at Law, for Janles S£9,.eti, Attorney at Law, for 
Enron corporation; ~n9-L. H~vens, ~or Mission Resources; 
Messrs. Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps," by s~eyen S. Wall, 
John W .. Leslie, and Daniel A. :t.aw,t'on, Attorneys at Law, tor Gas 
Producer Gathering Group (Chevron USA, Inc., Union Oil Company 
of California, Texaco, ana Mobi,l Oil corporation); HenrY' F. 
Lippitt, II, Attorney at Law, for california Gas Producers 
Association~ Messrs .. Graham & 'James,. by ~rtin A. Matt~, 
Boris H. Lakusta, and PeterlW. Hanschen, Attorneys at Law, tor 
Alneraaa Hess corporation~ Messrs .. Squire, Sanders" Oen\psey, by 
Keith M~Crea, Attorney at. Law, for california Industrial Group~ 
fatrick Mcponnell, for Agland Energy services, Inc.: ~even M. 
~, Attorney at Law, for california Energy Commission: Juay 
Obst and ~on M.. Myerson, Attorneys at Law, for San Diego 
Gas & Electric company: O'Rourke & company, by lhQrn~s ~. 
2'Rourke, for Southwest Gas Corporation; aDdtew Satir, ror Gas 
Producer Gathering Group and City of Palo. Alto~ J. Russell 
S~tman, for Atlantic oil company~ Dennis Shigeno, for ONOCAL; 
Messrs. S·kaff " Anderson, by ~w_.:r. Skaff, Attorney at Law, 
for Natural Gas Clearinghouse~ Messrs. Downey, Brand, seymour & 
Rohwer, by E}lil:i.,p A. stohr, Attorney at Law, f:or california 
Independent Petroleum Association and Davia Choisser, TXO 
Production Corporation: ~issex, for TXO Production 
corporation and California Inaependent Petroleum Assoeiation~ 
B~ian Sw~, for Capitol Oil corporation~ Messrs. Morse, Richard, 
Weisenmiller & Associates, by ~~rt B. W~~Dmiller, for Morse, 
Richard~ We1senmiller & Associates, lnc.~ Richard o. Baish, 
Michael Ferguson and RandQl,ph L. 'Wu, by Phyllis Huckabee, 
Attorne~ at Law, for El Paso Natural Gas company: Er Dr X~e.s, 
for Call.tornia. League of Food Processors; L. Et,kie,. tor Southern 
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California Gas Company; ~W::, for Henwood Energy . 
Services, Inc.; and Adtian J. Hudson and Messrs. Barakat, Howard 
& Cha:m}jerlin, by Nancy Thompson, tor themselves. 

.'.1' 

Division of Ratepayer Advocates: 
Law, and Brian Schumacher_ 

.' 

Ka~bleen c. Malopey, Att~rney at 

commission Advisory and Compliance Division: 
Bamesh BamcbanQani. 
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